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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, shopping activity is more than just a mean to obtain products and services. Due to the 

strong competitions among retailers, they need to find their competitive advantages in order to 

survive in the market. Retail environment is one element that retailer can control in order to 

provide good retail experience, which leads to customer loyalty. Therefore, the purpose of this 

study is to obtain a deeper understanding of the 21
st
 retail experience. In order to reach the 

purpose, we have chosen to do a case study on IKEA through a participant observation.  

 

The findings and conclusions indicate that sight experience is the most important for customer 

both in offline and online setting. For offline environment, store image especially store layout 

plays a big role in contributing a good retail experience. Store layout dictates the flow and image 

in the store and also the way retailer design the atmospherics in store such as lighting and visual 

communications.  As a surprise, IKEA does not pay much attention on music as much as other 

retailers do.  The way that IKEA decorates their store with their own merchandises, creates its 

environment as interactive theatrics.  

 

Similarly to offline environment, the web layout is important for e-shoppers to easily find their 

desired products and information. Website should reflect the brand at every touch point. The 

visual theatrical effect such as 2D/3D is very essential in order to provide the vivid experience 

for shoppers.  

 

Overall, every element mentioned in theories is important. However, it would be big investment 

to cover every detail. Therefore, retailers should intensify the elements, which lift up their brand 

and products images and favor customer‟s sight experiences. While the elements such as music 

and scents, which are connecting to personal preferences, should keep them neutral in order to 

avoid undesired experience. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

Numera, är shopping mer än bara ett sätt att införskaffa produkter och tjänster. I samband med 

den ökande konkurrensen mellan företagare, så bör de hitta sina konkurrensfördelar för att 

överleva på marknaden. Detaljhandels miljö är ett element som företag kan kontrollera, i syfte 

till att skapa en upplevelse, vilket leder till kund lojalitet. Syftet med denna studie är att uppnå en 

djupare förståelse för 2000-talets handels upplevelse. För att uppnå syftet med denna studie har 

vi valt att utföra en fallstudie på IKEA, genom en deltagande observation.  

 

Resultatet och slutsatsen visar att synupplevelsen är den viktigaste upplevelsen för kunden, i 

både offline och online miljö. För Butiksimagen så är butiksplanlösning en viktig roll, genom att 

tillföra en bra handels upplevelse. Butiksplanlösningen styr flödet och imagen i butiken och även 

sättet företaget väljet att utforma atmosfären i butiken, som belysning och visuell 

kommunikation. Det är en överraskning att IKEA inte uppmärksammat musik i samma nivå som 

andra företagare gör. Vidare, sättet som IKEA dekorerar sin butik med egna varor, skapar en 

miljö liknande ett skådespel som kunder kan vara en delaktig i. 

 

I likhet med butiksmiljön så är webb design viktig för e-shoppare för att enkelt hitta önskad 

produkt och information. Hemsidan ska reflektera varumärket ut till varje detalj. Visuell 

teatralisk effekt som 2D/3D är mycket viktig för att leverera en levande upplevelse för kunderna.  

 

Allmänt sett så är varje element som är nämnt i teorin viktig, men det kan vara en dyr investering 

att täcka varje detalj. Därför borde företagen intensifiera de faktorer som framhäver företagets 

varumärke och produkter, för därigenom gynna kundens syn upplevelse. Faktorer som musik och 

dofter, som man kan klassificera som personliga preferenser. Dessa bör hållas neutrala för att 

undvika en oönskad upplevelse.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The first chapter of this thesis, the background about shopping experience will be provided, 

followed by the problem discussion. At the end of this chapter, the purpose and research 

questions of this thesis will be addressed. 

1.1 Background 

„Shopping is an activity that brings customers directly contact with retailer and retail institutions‟ 

(Darden, 1987). To (2007) claim that shopping is a series of behaviors of acquiring product or 

the value of shopping process. The motivation to shop can simply come from finding the 

products that the shopper needs or attracting other‟s attention or killing time. Thus, the shoppers 

shop for fulfilling the utilitarian motive and for their satisfaction. While Dholakia et al.. (2010) 

state that customers shop to pursue a variety of goals, ranging from basic  functional motivations 

for instance satisfying hunger to more complex one such as enhancing self-esteem, interacting 

with significant others or just dispelling boredom. 

   

Retail is direct sale of goods in any type of outlet such as kiosk/stall, traditional/modern market, 

department store, boutique, etc including delivery service, which generally supplies for 

purchasers personal consumption (Pandin, 2009). It involves selling not only in stores, but also 

through the web, catalog, call center, interactive television and mobile devices. The hasty growth 

of online alternatives gives a better understanding of how different retail channels can accentuate 

value in different shopping conditions. (Mathwick et al.., 2002) 

 

By the end of 1997, the growth of the internet made e-commerce a legitimate retail channel in 

business world. It was claimed that at that period, there were around 10 million people in USA 

and Canada had purchased something via internet and spent more than $2 billion. (Mayer, 2002) 

Thus, many traditional brick and mortar retailers slowly integrated a web-based retailing in their 

business. The combination of physical and web channels is considered to be a distinct business 

model (Adelaar et al.., 2001). 

  

Hassen (2010) states that retailers must have effective strategies in order to gain competitive 

advantages in today are competitive retailing market. In order to survive in that economic 

climate, retailer needs other competitive elements beyond the low price and innovative products. 

To compete effectively, retailer must focus on the customer's shopping experience. (Puccinelli, 

2009)  

  

Customer experience involves the customer‟s cognitive, affective, emotional, social and physical 

responses to the retailer. Customer experience is created by both internal elements which retailer 

can control such as service interface, retail atmosphere, assortment and price, also by external 
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elements which are out of retailer‟s control for instance the shopper‟s purpose of shopping and 

influence of others. Thus, to create an exceptional customer experience can contribute to 

enormous economic value for a company. (Verhoef, 2009) 

1.2 Problem discussion 

With the recent growth of internet use, customers have opportunity either shop online or offline. 

However, the preference of online and offline shopping are various depending on products, 

consumer, situations and different stages of shopping experience (Levin, 2003). 

  

The offline shopping is limited geographically; while geographical location is irrelevant for 

online environment. Therefore, firms no longer need to have a virtual firm there business will be 

done. (Adelaar et al.., 2001) For the consumer, there is no longer need to worry about distance in 

order to shop for some goods and services. Online shopping with home delivery creates 

convenience and great interest for many customers without leaving the house or office. (Chen, 

2003) 

  

Compared the online and offline shopping customer, online shoppers appear to be younger, 

wealthier, better educated and have higher computer literacy. They engage more time on their 

computer and on the web. They find online shopping to be convenient, more entertaining and 

lower perceived risk of financial loss from online shopping. (Broekhuizen and Jager, 2004) 

Ultimately, the preference of online shopping depends on how it compares with brick-and-mortar 

store shopping in satisfying consumers‟ shopping needs (Gupta, 2003). 

  

In order to make the shopper satisfied, the shop should exceed a customer‟s expectations of the 

shopping experience (Jones, 2010). Customers gradually engage shopping experiences and not 

just a shopping process when purchasing goods and services (Jeong et al.., 2009). Verhoef  

(2009) states that there are experiential aspects in consumption and in order to compete with 

other retailers by providing a satisfactory experience, the company must integrate all the clues 

that consumers detect in their buying process. 

  

According to Bäckström and Johansson (2006), there has been an increased focus on experiences 

as it has been suggested that it is important to create emotional experiences for in-store 

customers. The focus on experiences is widely spread, both in practice as in theory. Jeong et al.. 

(2009) write that consumption experiences are enhanced by the 4Es (entertainment, educational, 

escapist, and esthetic experiences), and by nurturing all of the 4Es, the most desirable 

consumption experience can be reached. 

  

Consumer experiences are likely to have an impact on how the person engages in shopping 

activity (Darden, 1987). Dholakia et al.. (2010) suggest that unconscious process, emotions, 

values and experiences affect customers shopping behavior. Schemitt (1999) also studied how 
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companies create experiential marketing by having customer‟s sense, feel, think, act and relate to 

a company and its brands. However, it is not only how cognitive perceptions influence customers 

to choose a retailer, but also how perceptions and behavior are shaped by various elements of the 

retail environment, such as store layout, background music and the design of the website. 

  

According to Bäckström and Johansson (2006), store atmosphere is important in order to offer an 

experience rather than just products and services. A positive atmosphere can lead to that the 

customer staying longer in the store, spending more money or the propensity for impulse buying 

increases. A positive atmosphere can also lead to the possibility to create a long-lasting 

relationship between the customers and retailer. Studies of singular atmosphere elements show 

that elements such as scents and music have a direct influence on the customers‟ in-store 

experience. 

  

Shopping atmosphere such as lighting, color or music can significantly influence the level of 

browsing, purchase intention and shopping time in traditional retail store. In the same way, 

online retailers are likely to try to influence customer‟s behavior through atmospherics and goods 

service similar to bricks-and-mortar stores. (Bruwer, 2005)  

  

Barnes (2010) states that many literature emphasize the importance of the retail environment in 

supporting and ensuring the product availability to customer on the conclusion of supply chain 

while Kent (2007) shifts the focus from supply chain domination to the customer experience of 

retail environment. The ability to appeal to customers using the physical environment is a major 

asset for retailers in order to attract customers to their store. The retailer usually appeals to all 

five senses (i.e., sight, sound, scent, touch, taste) to entice customers. Retailers which can 

provide pleasing and attractive physical environments through sensory appeals will have 

competitive advantages among other stores. (Moye, 2000) 

 

Barnes (2010) states further that a combination of physical and emotional attributes which create 

retail environment, has an overall aim to encourage the purchase. 

1.3 Purpose and research questions 

The purpose of this study is to provide a deeper understanding of the 21
st 

century retail 

experience. 

  

The research questions we will explore in this thesis are: 

RQ1: How can the offline environment be described? 

RQ2: How can the online environment be described? 
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1.4 Outline of this study 

This thesis will contain six chapters, which will all be described briefly below. Chapter one, the 

introduction includes the background and problem discussion of our research area, which will 

lead us to our research questions. Chapter two will contain literature review and relevant theory 

for our research. In following chapter we will describe our methodology and how our data was 

collected. Furthermore, in chapter four we will present our data and it will be analyzed in chapter 

five. In chapter six, we will answer our research questions and present our conclusion and 

implication. 

 

 
Figure 1: Thesis layout 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the previous chapter the research area was introduced and the research questions described. 

In this following chapter the theory relevant to the two research questions will be described, on 

how online and offline shopping environment can be described. This chapter will start with 

theory about sensory experience. Then, chapter continues with the relevant theories on offline 

environment and following by the theories about online environment at the end of this chapter.  

2.1 The Offline environment 

This section will start with theory of five sensory experiences. It‟s a generic theory to describe 

how human being uses the five senses to experience the shopping. Then, the theory about retail 

environment will be presented and ends with the theory of factors which influence consumer‟s 

in-store experience. 

2.1.1 Sensory experience 

According to Shaw (2005), human beings primary gather information about the world through 

their senses. For instance senses tell you whether the drink is hot or cold, does it taste sweet or 

sour, and does it smell good or bad. Senses are customer experience‟s primary ingredient. A 

customer experience happens within the person. When you touch something, your brain will 

receive the data, which is then converted into a feeling, later it is converted into an emotion. The 

sensory experience is very important just as the same way you communicate with customer; thus 

the organization must figure out how to combine all senses to enhance the best customer 

experience.  

 

Shaw (2005) five senses will be presented as following. 

  

Sight 

Organization use sight a great deal in providing a good customer experience. They consider for 

instance how their logo look like, what does the ad look like and does the reception look tidy 

enough. The idea of „space‟ is one of important area for sight. If the space is too big, it may not 

create a friendly atmosphere. Human beings make judgments on whether things look attractive or 

unpleasant. When we meet other people, we make initial decision from how they look. We 

sometimes can be repelled by the way things looks, unpleasant look such as spider, insects and 

so on. Also, with sight we can tell if something is moving or stationary.(ibid) 

  

Moreover, sights evoke emotions, bring back memories and provide us with context in our 

world, considering thinking of the photographs we have at home or at office, the visual images 

embody an emotion within them. The photograph brings back the memories about the place 

where it was taken, the person in it and the meaning of it. When we see something, we tend to 
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coordinate the sight with hearing in order to confirm ourselves if those sounds give us the same 

information.(ibid) 

  

Sound 

All sounds are very distinguishable for example when a friend calls, you may identify who it is 

within one word. Or you can tell which cupboard is being opened just by the sound of the hinges. 

Music is used a lots in many organization such as music on hold, music in shopping mall and 

music in hotels‟ lobbies. Music has a profound impact on the way we feel. Upbeat happy music 

makes us happy; meanwhile slow music can make us feel sad. Like sight, certain music can 

evoke deep and significant memories and emotions.(ibid) 

  

The impact on emotions music has on us depending on the tempo, the volume and the musical 

genre. In store, if fast music played when the shoppers are browsing or waiting to ask for advice 

from sale personnel cheer us up and create good perception of product whereas the same music 

can make shopper who are standing in line at the cash register nervous and aggressive.  

Therefore, soothing music preferred at the checkout to calm people down. Slower music tends to 

make shoppers stay longer in store and paying more attention in products and 

advertisements.(ibid) 

  

Further, music has an impact on customer‟s relationships with salespeople and sales. In 

comparison to moderate tempo (90 beats/minute) and fast tempo (120 beats/minute), slow tempo 

music with 60 beats per minutes generates the most desirable outcome for sales, because 

customers were able to recall more precisely what was said to them which leads to a positive 

attitude toward products and increasing in decision to buy.(ibid) 

  

Touch 

Humans feel the need to connect with each other by touching either hugging each other, holding 

hands and so on; it is seen as a sign of affection. When you touch something, your brain will 

receive more data about the certain object and your perception of it may slightly change either in 

good or bad way. For instance, at Sea world you are able to touch a dolphin and you might be 

surprised to find out that it has a rubbery skin. Touching makes it more real and it make you feel 

you are a part of something. There is a connection between the object and you. As to shoppers, 

they still like to visit store and touch and feel product before buying in spite of the perfect 

description of product the store provides on their website.(ibid) 

  

Smell 

Smell has a powerful ability to evoke emotions, senses and deep memories for instance recalling 

the smell of barbeque, reminding you of summer, smell of coconut suntan lotion, reminding you 

of holidays. Aroma impacts the senses by creating either calming, or conversely and anxious 

environment. Aroma is used in several places such as museum in order to recreate certain 
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environment. According to study from Montreal‟s HEC Management School, the fruity 

fragrance changed the entire feel of shopping center and had impact on the sales.  With aroma, 

the customers felt more comfortable, happier and more stimulating, their attitudes toward 

products and service were improved and the purchases were up during the period of study even 

though there were no changes neither in décor nor service.(ibid) 

  

Taste 

The fifth senses is clearly the most challenging one for most organization except the supermarket 

food store where food sampling is now very common. By demonstrating the cooking in store; the 

company is able to provide customers experience through the five senses. Customer can firstly 

smell food, see the cooking process, touch the texture, hear the food being cooked, people 

talking around and finally taste the real food. (ibid)   

2.1.2 Retail environment in offline setting 

A retail environment is created in order to positively affect customer perceptions, attraction, 

shopping, store operations and employee morale (Vrechopoulos and Siomkos, 2002). According 

to Machliet and Eroglu (2000), the retail setting and design elements is used to provide a 

satisfying shopping experience for customer and also to present a favorable store image. 

 

According to Vrechopoulos and Siomkos (2002), there are three major factors; store image, store 

atmospherics and store theatrics, which are contributing to the store environment. Retailer image 

refers to the perception in the mind of customer which is provoked by a retailer through the use 

of alternative presentation tools for instance store layout, product display, sign and etc. In the 

other word, retail image is retailer‟s personality perceived by customers. Store image is 

considered to be very powerful tools in attracting and satisfying customers.  

 

Atmospherics affect customers‟ purchase behavior by prompting customers‟ perceptual and 

emotional responses. Atmospherics are characteristics of store‟s interior including lighting, 

color, music and etc. The idea borrowed from the theater that creates a visit to a store beyond just 

a shopping trip is a concept of store theatrics. It is about entertainment, special events, star 

appearance and etc. This element helps the store to increase sales, build loyalty and intensify 

brand‟s image. (ibid) 

  

Store Layout 

According to Levy and Weitz (2004), store layout is aimed to entice customers to move around 

and browse through products in order to purchase more products that they originally planned. 

There are three type of layout; grid, racetrack and free-form.  

  

The grid layout as shown in figure 2 is suit for grocery and drugstore operations. It contains long 

gondolas of merchandise and aisles in a repetitive pattern. The grid is good on providing 
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shopping trip in which customer need to move throughout the entire store and easily locate 

product they want to buy. It‟s time- saving for customer because they know where things are. 

However, it is bad for retailer since the customer don‟t browse through all products offering in 

the store. (ibid) 

 

 
FIGURE 2: grid layout 

SOURCE: Levy and Weitz (2001) 

  

Figure 3 shows the racetrack layout. The racetrack layout is also known as the loop, it provides a 

major aisle to facilitate customer traffic, with access to the multiple entrances. This layout is 

designed to encourage impulse purchasing because the customers have to go around the 

racetrack, their eyes are forced to look in various way.  This design tends to place all 

departments on the main aisle by drawing customer through the store in a series of major and 

minor loops. To attract the customer, store tends to place the more important departments toward 

the rear of the store. (ibid) 

 

 
FIGURE 3: Racetrack layout 

SOURCE: Levy and Weitz (2001) 
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Freeform layout is also known as the boutique layout. Fixtures and aisles are arranged 

asymmetrically. In this design, it provides relaxing environment and the feeling of home which 

make shopping and browsing much easier. Since, this design is not forced the customer to go 

around the store, personal selling is very essential. (ibid) The following figure shows the 

freeform layout. 

 
FIGURE 4: Freeform layout 

SOURCE: Levy and Weitz (2001) 

 

Feature areas 

Levy and Weitz (2004) state that feature areas are areas within store where the retailer tries to get 

the customer‟s attention beside the normal merchandise displayed area. These areas consist of 

end caps, promotional aisles, freestanding fixtures and mannequins, windows, point-of-sale or 

cash-wrap areas and walls. 

  

 End caps are located at the end of an aisle. End caps are used to show special 

promotional items due to the high visibility. 

 Promotional aisle or area is an aisle or area used to display products that are being 

promoted for instance seasonal promoted items. 

 Free standing fixtures and mannequins are aimed to bring customer‟s attention and 

bring them to store. They are located on aisles and normally display the newest products 

and the most exciting products in the store. 

 Windows are external component of the store layout. Window displays is used to draw 

customers into the store.  It mediates the visual message to customer about the type of 

products for sale in the store and the image of the store. 

 Point of sale areas is also known as point-of-purchase, POP, checkout or cash-wrap 

areas. These area are the area where the customers waiting for their transaction to be 

completed. Customer tends to pick up small items like batteries or candy or magazines. 
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 Walls are used to display products due to the expensive retail space.  By utilizing wall 

space, the products can be integrated with photographs or graphic featuring the 

merchandise. 

 

Merchandise presentation techniques 

There are several methods available for retailer to effectively present products to customers.  In 

order to choose which method is appropriate, the retailer has many issues to take in 

consideration. First, the method should be consistent with the store image. Second, the nature of 

product should be considered for instance jeans can displayed in stack while skirts should be 

hung up. Third, packaging often tells how the products should be displayed. Finally, products‟ 

profit dictates display decision for instance low profit doesn‟t require the expensive display. 

(Levy and Weitz, 2004) 

  

According to Levy and Weitz (2004), some merchandise presentation techniques will be 

discussed as following 

·   

 Idea-oriented presentation is a method based on specific idea or the image of the store. 

For instance, a furniture retailer can combine the furniture in room settings to provide 

customers an idea of how it would look in their home. This approach enhances 

complimentary purchases. 

 Style/Item presentation is the most common technique of organizing stock by style or 

item. When customers look for a certain item for instance sweaters, they expect to find all 

kinds of sweaters in one particular location. Also, technique of organizing items by size is 

very common because customer usually knows their desired size. 

 Color presentation refers to products are sorted by its color. 

 Price lining is used when retailer offer a limited number of predetermined price points 

within a classification. This technique facilitates customers in finding products within 

their desired price. 

 Vertical merchandising is technique that walls and high gondolas are used to present 

product vertically. Store is organized to follow the eye‟s natural movement for instance 

the grocery store place the national brands at eye level and store brands on lower shelf 

because customer normally scan the shelf from eye level down. 

 Tonnage merchandising is a technique that large quantities of products are displayed 

together. It is used to intensify store‟s price image since the product itself is a display. 

 Frontal presentation refer to the technique in which the retailer try to show product as 

much as possible for instance to present a book, the store can put up a book cover on the 

billboard to draw customer‟s attention. 

 Fixtures such as a gondola, rounder, straight rack and a four-way fixture have primary 

purposes as to hold and display products but in the same time, create the flow and space 

in the store. Fixtures come in many varieties of style, color, size and texture, the store 
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planners should concern about the overall store image when choosing the right fixtures 

used. 

  

Atmospherics 

Atmospherics refers to the design of an environment via visual communications, lighting, colors, 

music, scent to stimulate customers‟ perceptual, emotional responses and ultimately to affect 

their purchase behavior (Levy and Weitz, 2004, p.609). Atmospherics complements other 

aspects of the store design and the merchandises.  Therefore, it‟s very important that these 

elements are well blended to create a good atmospherics.(ibid)  

 

 Visual communications include graphics, signs and theatrical effects both inside and 

outside store by providing information about products and special promotions. They are 

used to help boost sales. Sign and graphics give the direction for customer to find 

merchandise or department. Moreover, graphics such as photo can also add a touch of 

personality, beauty and romance to the store‟s image.(ibid) 

 

When designing visual communication strategies, the retailer should concern on several 

issues such as coordination between visual communication and store‟s image, the 

connection between sign and items displayed, and information plus appropriate typefaces 

used on sign. (ibid) 

 

 Lighting is employed to highlight merchandise, downplay unattractive features in store, 

sculpt space and capture a mood or feeling that promotes the store‟s image. It has been 

studied that having the appropriate lighting would affect customer shopping behavior 

positively. A good lighting system helps create a sense of excitement in the store and in 

the same time, lighting should provide an accurate color rendition of merchandise. The 

technique called popping the merchandise by focusing spotlights on special feature areas 

and items, helps attracting customers‟ eyes on the merchandise and draw customers 

strategically through the store.(ibid) 

 

 Color helps creating a mood and enhancing store‟s image. Warm color such as red and 

yellow raises blood pressure, respiratory rate and other physiological response. It‟s used 

to gain attention and attract customers, yet these color tones can be distracting and even 

unpleasant. On the other hand, cool color such as blue and green create more relaxing, 

peaceful, calm and pleasant feeling. It‟s used in retailer selling anxiety-causing product 

for example expensive shopping merchandise or service at a dentist office.(ibid) 

 

 Music is unlike other atmospheric elements because it can be changed easily. Music can 

be customized each day regarding to the flow of customer demographics. Music can be 

used to affect customers‟ attitude and behavior, to control the flow of store traffic, create 
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an image, attract or direct customers‟ attention. It‟s shown that tempo and volume don‟t 

have remarkably affect on shopping‟s time or purchase amount. Moreover, in design 

perspective, changing music help alter customer‟s mood and the appeal of the store as to 

other store design elements do. (ibid) 

 

 Scent has a huge impact on our emotion. Smell, more than any other sense, is connecting 

directly to feelings such as happiness, hunger, disgust and nostalgia. The scent, combined 

with music has been proofed as a positive impact on impulse buying behavior and 

customer satisfaction. Further, it has been studied that neutral scents provides better 

perceptions of the store than no scent. When planning the scent of the store, gender of 

target market should be concerned. Scent can improve customer‟s shopping experience 

by making the customer feel like they don‟t spend so much time on examining product 

and waiting for assistant and check out. (ibid)  

2.1.3 Factors that influence consumers’ in-store experiences  

Bäckström and Johansson (2006) claims that there are two variables; personal and situational 

which have impact on shopping experiences. Personal variables are associated with consumer‟s 

personal characteristics that might influence their experiences while situational variables involve 

the store environment that might influence consumer. 

  

The distinction between personal and situational variables is not always explicit. For example, 

atmospherics is seen most of the time as a situational variable, but it can be related with personal 

variable such as consumer‟s mood. (ibid) However, Jones (1999) distinguishes straightforward 

factors, which influence in-store experience by dividing retailer‟s factors from customer‟s 

factors. Jones (1999) adds that retailer factors are factors that retailer has control over while 

customer factors are simply associated with the consumers themselves and out of retailer‟s 

control. 

  

 Personal variables 

There are several personal variables influencing consumers‟ in-store experiences for instance 

age, gender, mood, attitude of time and etc. In reference to Jones (1999), customer factors are 

more important than retailer factors. (Bäckström and Johansson, 2006) 

  

Customer‟s experiences normally relate to customer values. Value can simply be interpreted as 

the trade-off between quality and price (Mathwick et al.., 2001). Also, value can be defined as an 

interactive relativistic preference experience, characterizing a subject‟s experience of interacting 

with some object that may be anything or event (Bäckström and Johansson, 2006). Experiential 

value perceptions are based upon interactions involving either direct usage or distanced 

appreciation of goods and services (Mathwick et al.., 2001). 
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Consumers are able to receive both extrinsic and intrinsic benefit from experiential value. In 

retail context, extrinsic benefit may be obtained from shopping trips that are utilitarian in nature, 

often initiated as „„an errand‟‟ or „„work‟‟ (Mathwick et al.., 2001).  The extrinsically oriented 

shipper can simply be happy as a consequence of that he/she accomplishes a certain task. In 

contrary, intrinsic value may derive from appreciation of an experience for its own sake for 

instance from fun and playfulness and apart from any consequence that may result. (Bäckstöm 

and Johnsson, 2006). 

  

Additionally, variables such as age, attitude to time and mood affect consumer‟s in-store 

experiences while the element of time pressure have an influence on shopping‟s behavior. 

Consumer‟s mood is associated directly to store image, which in turn have an influence on 

consumer‟s behavior. Furthermore, mood is said to be greatly affected by small aspect of in-store 

factors such as smile of salesperson. Other variables such as gender, type of involvement, task 

and financial resources have also been related to experiential consumption. (ibid) 

  

 Situational variables 

Bäckström and Johnsson (2006) claim that there are several general dimensions such as 

atmospherics, design and the social dimension, which may influence in-store experiences and 

behaviors. 

  

The store environment consists of both tangible and intangible elements that comprise service 

experience. Tangible elements are for instance the building, carpeting, fixtures, point-of-

purchase decorations while intangible elements are color, music, temperature and scents. 

Atmospherics is described as the factors in the store environment that can be designed or 

manipulated in purposed of creating certain emotional and behavioral responses from the 

customer. Atmospheric is normally used to describe the intangible aspect of store environment 

while store design is applied for the more tangible elements in the interior store environment. 

(ibid) 

  

Positive atmosphere is crucial especially in a service business branches in order to offer 

experience beyond products and services. A positive atmosphere can influence customer by 

increasing the degree of impulse buying and the desire of customer to stay longer in store and 

spending more money. It means a positive atmosphere creates approach behavior among 

consumers. Hopefully, the atmospherics can increase the possibility for the retailer in creating 

long-lasting consumer relationship. In contrary, the negative atmosphere such as ambient music 

and unassociated scents with products sold in the store may lead to avoidance behavior for 

instance a sense of dissatisfaction and a desire to leave the store. Furthermore, the atmosphere in 

store environment can affect consumer‟s mood in different way. Positive atmosphere can 

improve consumer‟s mood, which increases pleasure or more positive customer experience of 

the store visit. (ibid) 
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Store design is associated with the overall style related to store layout and display. It is expressed 

through the interior and architecture. Display is related to the design of way in which products or 

items are presented in the store in order to influence consumer purchasing behavior. While the 

store layout is about facilitating the consumer to find the products they are looking for as easy as 

possible such as using the sufficient signs. The design of a store has primary purposes such as 

offering a fresh and clean environment. However, today retail store‟s environment offers beyond 

the hygienic factors, it offers some kind of entertainment and inspiration while browsing the 

store. (ibid) 

  

The social dimension involves all the interactions, which can be physical or emotional 

consumers have with other members in the society. However, for the retailers while analyzing 

customers‟ experience, they are more concern about the interaction between the personnel and 

interaction among customers, which can influence customer‟s experience especially during 

service encounter. (ibid) 

2.2 Online Environment 

This section will start with theory of online environment and following by theory about web 

design. Later, the theory of web merchandising will be presented at the end.  

2.2.1 Retail environment in online setting 

According to Ha (2007), the online environment might influence the visitor‟s perceptions of 

website image and atmosphere or cognitive and affective states which overall affect shopper‟s 

shopping experiences on online stores. Manganari et al.. (2009) have developed the online 

environment framework, which consists of four elements; visual layout/design, visual 

atmospherics, visual theatrics and virtual social presence.  

  

Virtual Store layout 

The layout of the online store can be defined as consumer‟s navigation within online store 

(Manganari et al.., 2009). Vrechopoulos et al.. (2004) transformed the physical store layout into 

a virtual one based on two basic precepts: transforming the precise concepts and navigational 

rules using in each layout type in the offline retailer into corresponding layout patterns in the 

virtual one and keeping all other variables such as background color, promotional banners, 

speed, product image, buttons, product display techniques and product assortment the same. 

Therefore, the layout would be the manipulated variable. 

 

According to Vrechopoulos et al.. (2004), the generic navigation parameters of the virtual layout 

patterns can be described as following: 

In grid layout, customers navigate website through a hierarchical structure in order to reach the 

desired products, for example from product category to product subcategory and to end-product. 
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In the freeform, customers are able to reach their desired products at once, either through the use 

of search engine or by selecting any of the items permanently displayed on every page of this 

version. In the racetrack, customers are forced to navigate through specific paths in order to 

reach their desired products. The web design will place only two „„corridors‟‟ on very web page. 

Therefore, customers are forced to click one of the displayed corridors in order to continue their 

navigation within store.(ibid) 

 

According to Manganari et al. (2009), the grid layout is the easiest to use while the freeform 

layout is more entertaining and more useful in finding the shopping list products within the 

online store.    

 

Virtual Atmospherics 

An intro-page is the first page that a visitor sees when they want to enter a website, and it‟s 

specially designed to make a great first impression of the brand or retailer. An intro-page 

involves different atmospheric features such as creative graphic and music called intro music. 

Those features have an intention to convey an image of company or brand. However, intro-pages 

receive some criticisms due to advanced design take longer loading time, which can have an 

effect on customer satisfaction and attitude toward the website. (Ha, 2007) 

  

Wu et al. (2008) state that music has influences on customers emotions, physiological feelings 

and mood. Customers‟ response and behavior to diverse characteristics of music such as tempo, 

volume, and harmony may vary. They state further that three main factors of music, which 

stimulate emotional responses, are identified as 1) time (rhythm, tempo and phrasing), 2) pitch 

(melody, keys, mode and harmony) and 3) texture (timbre, orchestration and volume). 

Furthermore, they add that each of these communicate a effective meaning such as very happy 

music perceived to be in a higher volume meanwhile more mellow music appear to be peaceful 

or serious. 

  

Color is another element which influences visitor's perception of website and brand, such as in if 

they want to recommend the site to others and customers thought of store personality (Ha, 2007; 

Manganari et al., 20089. „Color is used in the background, the area surrounding product images, 

and for the text was analyzed‟ (Ha, 2007). 

  

Wu et al. (2008) defines colors in three dimensions; hue, value and chroma. The pigment in the 

color is hue and is normally known as red, blue and yellow. On a scale that extends from pure 

black to pure white, value is the darkness or lightness of a color on this scale. The third 

dimension chroma refers to saturation. Saturation depends on how rich the color is with pigment, 

high chroma color are bright and deep while low chroma is dull. Furthermore, studies have 

showed that color and customer‟s mood are connected. Arousal and higher levels of anxiety are 
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associated with warm colors; meanwhile cool colors are associated with lower anxiety levels and 

emotions such as peacefulness, calmness and love. 

 

According to Manganari et al. (2009), colors such as cool colors, which give relaxed feeling, 

lead to greater perceived quickness of the download. It also affects customer‟s evaluation of web 

site, store personality and their likelihood of recommending the web site to others. The intention 

to purchase increases when expensive item is featured on a cool background color. Moreover, the 

combination of highlighting and text display color affects visual preference and reading 

performance. 

 

Visual theatrics 

Through the use of images, graphics, animation and icons, the e-retailers are able to make their 

store more theatre like. Moreover, the use of those elements refers to the complexity of website. 

In general, the simpler versions of the backgrounds are more effective and appealing than the 

complex ones. (Manganari et al., 2009) 

 

New media such as 2D or 3D interface can incorporate levels of vividness and interactivity 

which traditional media cannot. Vividness is the representational richness of a mediated 

environment while interactivity is about the involvement of user in modifying the form and 

content of a mediated environment in real time. The site is more vivid if it provides customers 

with more information through direct contact with the product. Vividness convey positive 

attitude toward the web site. The 3D represents a highly vivid interface whereas 2D is a highly 

interactive interface. The vividness is proofed to likely generate a favorable impact than 

interactivity in the same level. (ibid) 

 

Visual social presence 

Visual social presence was added in online framework because even though, physical interaction 

between shoppers cannot applicable online, they interact indirectly through web counter and 

visitor‟s comments and crowding. E-tailers use the web counter in the purpose of checking 

consumer‟s preference to their store. However, there are no specific findings about the effect of 

virtual social presence on consumer responses online. (Manganari et al., 2009)  

2.2.2 Web design 

There are a number of elements in web design which encourage purchasing products online, such 

as ease of navigation and search function, security guarantees and clear return policies. However, 

there also a number of elements which is associated with poor design, such as security, complex 

navigation, and value for money, which are some of the most important considerations in online 

shopping. Buying a product such as cloths online is not the same as in the store; companies 

should therefore consider creating sites that develop a deeper relationship with their customers 

based on interests, personal identities and affinities. (Siddiqui et al., 2003) 
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According to Siddiqui et al. (2003), technology advances is also important in web design. One of 

the latest advances in online shopping is the 3D features, which allow customers to view items in 

new perspective. It is shown to be one of the most visited features within a website and 

according to Manganari et al. (2008) the length of the total search and brand examination is 

longer with 3D than with 2D interface. 

  

Lee et al. (2001) state that hyperlinks design features consists of media types such as, text/image, 

front, size, color and location. They state further that „images of the merchandise, music, icons, 

color, background patterns, animations and front may affect visitors behavior in the environment, 

in term of purchase intention, purchasing and satisfaction. According to Manganari et al. (2008), 

the complexity of a website refers to the richness of elements such as the use of images, graphics 

and animations. A website with a simple background is in general more effective than a complex 

one and therefore the website should be somewhere in between. 

  

According to Huuva and Sannerborg (2001) when dealing with website design, retailer should 

consider four particular key points: 

  

Key 1: Put your personality into every touch-point 

Companies need to brand every touch-point in order to make the website memorable due to high 

competition. A touch-point can be defined as everything the customer get in contact with which 

is related to the company, such as ads, the links, the titles, the click-through approach, the search 

capabilities, and the order process. All of these give the customer an opportunity to either get a 

positive or negative judgment about the company.  

 

Therefore, the website has to be user friendly, comprehensive and say “you” to the customer. 

Beyond, product and service, website should make an impression in customers mind by 

providing a shopping experience. A shopping experience can be created through keeping the 

website consistent by presenting the same look and feel throughout the website. (ibid) 

Zimmerman (2000) states that with consistency, the website will be user friendly and reinforce 

the image the company wants to mediate. The information, images and multimedia provided 

from the company should be relevant, clear and communicated quickly. 

  

Key 2: Make emotion a part of the memory 

The branding process consists partly of binding an emotion to the site, because a well branded 

site will be remembered, enjoyed and talked about. There are two main reasons a person visit a 

website, either through word of mouth or advertising, and therefore the memorable experience 

begins before the visitor enter the site. First and foremost, the company should have a URL 

address which is easy to remember and find. When the customer enter the site, they should be 

captured emotionally, which type of emotions the customer captures depending on companies 
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goals and products. There is a two-step process in turning visitors into loyal customers. First step 

should be easy access, reliable performance, and attention to detail. In order to retain the 

customer, the company should deliver product and services on the basis of wants, needs, 

expectations and dreams in the second step. (Huuva and Sannerborg, 2001) 

  

Key 3: Build in- and on-security, speed and easy navigation 

As presented in Huuva and Sannerborg (2001), a padlock icon and security guarantee is 

necessary in order to make visitors comfortable to hand over personal information. If the security 

is already offered, then speed becomes essential when the visitors will browse and consider 

shopping. Customers would prefer instant access to images and fast-through options. Therefore, 

speed is necessary in order not to lose customers. If it takes too long time to load a page, it gets 

lost, or it mediates wrong information, customers will lose patience. Thus, unnecessary content 

should be avoided. On every page of the site, the check out touch-point should be available, so 

that the customer can check out quickly when they had made their choices. If customers know 

what they are searching for, they want to be able to arrive at the homepage of a site, type in what 

they search for, and click direct on the product they search for, choose it and check out. This 

would be called easy navigation.  Zimmerman (2000) suggests a few tips in facilitating 

navigation throughout website: 

  

● Keep the website consistent, by keeping the same elements on the same location 

on the different pages. 

●   Organize the sites content logically, as if it would be the table of content in a book 

by topics and subtopics. 

●    Create a identifiable menu structure. 

●   Provide a site map, which has an overview of the site in form of both structure and 

content. 

●    Keep the site simple, so all pages are in two or three clicks away. 

●  An on-screen search engine should be considered, so customers can enter key 

words as they are seeking. 

●    Provide on-screen help to ease complexity especially on information-dense sites. 

  

Key 4: Build trust from the first click 

Huuva and Sannerborg (2001) state that there are six primary forms which communicate 

trustworthiness to online customers and prospects. These forms are presented below. 

  

●  Brand Identity. Customers perceive identity away from the site: It shows on a 

positive reputation and broad product offering. 

●    Navigation. The site should be easy to access, navigated and understood. 

●   Fulfillment. Reliability means that the company can deliver goods and services as 

promised. 
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●    Presentation. The look of site counts. 

●   Seal of Approval. The site uphold a seal of approval from a agency such as Visa, 

American Express, but also a technology security seal from an organization such 

as VeriSeal, TRUST. 

●   Technology. Using the latest or best technology such as page speed, imagery and 

smooth operation.  

2.2.3 Web merchandising 

According to Lee et al. (2001) the websites effectiveness of web merchants can be analyzed from 

two perspectives: marketing and merchandising. Internets role as an information source and 

distribution channel is growing and marketing is used to obtain visitors to the online store and 

keep them (Lorenzo et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2001). There are different techniques for online 

marketing, such as banner ads and e-mail campaigns (Lee et al., 2001). 

  

Merchandising can be described as the activities include acquiring particular products, ensuring 

product availability at the places, times and prices and in the certain quantity in order to reach 

retailer‟s goal (Lee et al., 2001). Its purpose is to attract potential customers and facilitate 

purchasing and it start to have an important role in the online environment (Ha, 2007). Web 

merchandising analysis will be divided into four areas: product assortment, merchandising cues, 

shopping metaphor and web design features (Lee et al., 2001). 

  

 Product assortment: Product assortment concerns whether the products offered in online 

store attract the customers. Some adjustments might be needed if the product assortment 

is not optimal, such as brands, quality, selection, inventory or price of the products they 

hold. (Lee et al., 2001) 

  

Products can be divided into two types, “high-tough” and “low-touch” products. The 

“high-touch” products such as clothing are products that customers feel a need to 

personally inspect before purchasing while the „‟low-touch‟ products such as computer 

software are more standardized products and quality evaluation isn‟t necessary. Online 

shopping intention is higher for “low-touch” goods than “high-touch” goods. (Levin et 

al., 2003) 

  

The main reason customer rather not to purchase items as clothing online is the lack of 

ability to try clothes on before purchase. However, two solutions have been suggested. 

First, the website should be very informative about product details, new ideas and a level 

of interactivity. The second solution is the special visual model, which allows customers 

to view how particular items would look on a model. The model should be various in 

looks such as body type, hair color, skin tone and body characteristics for better 

comparison (Siddiqui et al., 2003). 
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 Merchandising cues: To present and/or group products in order to motivate a purchase in 

an online store is a technique called Merchandising cues; for examples cross-sells, up-

sells, promotions and recommendations. Hyperlinks are highly associated with this 

technique, mainly because a hyperlink refers visitors to a complementary item, which 

related to the main item marketed on the current page. The effectiveness of 

merchandising cues need to be understood in terms of traffic and sales it generates. (Lee 

et al., 2001) 

 

 Shopping metaphors: Shopping metaphors are the methods that shopper uses to find 

products of interest for instance browsing through the product hierarchy, different forms 

of searching and configuration of‟ „„build-to-order‟‟ products. Similarly to merchandising 

cues, hyperlinks are used for shopping metaphors. By the types of merchandising cues 

and shopping metaphors, it is allowed customer to group or categorize hyperlinks in an 

online store. (ibid) 

 

 Web design features: Web design features and its effectiveness is another area of 

analysis of Web merchandising, „it have the potential to engage customers in unique and 

enjoyable experiences‟ (Lee et al., 2001; Jeong et al., 2009). It may be regarded as the 

primary interface with customers and should therefore be representative and distinctive of 

the image the company wishes to portray (Siddiqui et al., 2003). 

  

Ha (2007) suggests other tool called sales and promotion signage in web merchandising. The 

tools could be in form off text, image or combination of both and aim to create awareness for the 

visitor about a sale or promotion offer. They described five forms of signage as following: 

1.  “Simple-on-menu”: one or more text menus are used to link to sales page  

2.   “Pop-up advertisement” 

3.   “Click-on advertisement”: a static image advertisement which is linked to the sales page. 

4.  “Automatically-moving advertisements”: advertisement slides which look like they are 

moving ether horizontally or vertically showing multiple advertisements, while the visitor 

browsing the site. 

5.  “Non-clickable image advertisements”: static image advertisements, which have no links 

to sales page. 
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2.3 Conceptual Framework 

According to Miles and Huberman (1994), the conceptual framework is described as something 

that provides the explanation of the main things the researchers study either in graphically or in 

narrative form. The concepts presented in chapter two which are perceived to be most relevant to 

answer our research questions in chapter one, will be presented here as the conceptual 

framework. Later these concepts will be used to be a guideline for developing the checklist (see 

Appendix 1 and 2) for our observation in data collection stage. The research questions we will 

use are: 

 How can offline environment be described? 

 How can online environment be described?  

2.3.1 Conceptualizing RQ1: How can the offline environment be described? 

In regard of the first research question we will look at the shopping environment in an offline 

setting. Therefore, in order to conduct this study we will create a checklist for offline 

environment, by using the support of both literature and previous studies. 

  

To examine offline shopping environment, we will rely on Vrechopoulos and Siomkos (2002) 

because it‟s relevant and extensive for our study, which allow us to look deeper in details about 

offline shopping environment. We will look at three main factors regarding offline environment; 

store image, store atmospherics and store theatrics.  The variables in considering store image are 

provided by Levy and Weitz (2004). It includes store layout, merchandising presentation 

technique and fixture areas. We will examine what type of the store layout our chosen retailer is 

and how they spend internal area to create shopping experience and enhance the store image.  

 

We also rely on Levy and Weitz (2004), when examine store atmospherics, the variables include 

visual communication, lighting, music, color and scent. The reason we choose Levy&Weitz 

(2004) instead Vrechopoulos and Siomkos (2002) of to describe the factors within store image 

and store atmospherics because they provide more details to look upon those areas. While 

examining store theatrics, the focus will be on holiday themes, special events or entertainment, 

which we rely on Vrechopoulos and Siomkos (2002).  

 

Finally we also rely on Shaw (2005), because this theory is the most recent of the theories that 

was found and applicable for both research questions, since senses are normally used to 

experience the environment. According to Shaw (2005), sensory experience is important when 

we would like to examine the entire customer experience because the combination of these 

senses enables us to have a dramatic effect on our customer experience. 
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 Figure 5: Offline store environment framework 

2.3.2 Conceptualizing RQ2: How can the online environment be described? 

To examine online shopping environment, we will rely on Manganari et al.. (2009) by looking at 

four main factors: visual layout/design, visual atmospherics, visual theatrics and visual social 

presence. We choose theory because it is the most recent one of all the theories found and all 

factors are correspondence to the offline environment theory. For examining visual 

layout/design, we apply theory by Manganari et al.. (2009). We will use navigation tools and 

search engine to determine the type of layout. In order to gain more perspective about visual 

layout/design, we will use various sources such as Lee et al.. (2001) to check product assortment 

and merchandising cues, also Huuva and Sannerborg (2001) to examine web design.  

 

Since, the smell, touch and taste are not available for customers online, we will focus on the use 

of music and color to examine visual atmospherics. In order to examine the visual theatrical 

effect and visual social presence, we will rely on Manganari et al.. (2009). Animation or 2D/3D 

interface will be used as check tools for visual theatrics. To examine the visual social presence, 

we would like to check whether there is any channel for customer to leave the reviews on each 

item or if there is any web counters. The web counter will be checked in order to evaluate the 

capacity of the website and preference of customers toward web site. Finally, we adopt the 

sensory experience by Shaw (2005) to examine customer experience in online setting. Since 

touch, smell and taste are not available online. We will focus on sight and sound experiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Atmospherics 

-Sign/graphics 

-Lighting 

-Color 

-Music 

-Scent 

(Levy and Weitz, 

2004)  

 

 

Store Theatrics 

-Holiday themes 

-Special events 

-Entertainment 

 

 

(Vrechopoulos and 

Siomkos, 2002) 

 

Store Image 

-Layout 

-Merchandise 

areas 

-Fixtures areas 

 

(Levy and Weitz, 

2004)  

 

Offline Environment 
(Vrechopoulos and Siomkos, 2002) 

(2002) 

Sensory 

Experiences  

-Sight 

-Sound 

-Touch 

-Smell 

-Taste 

 

(Shaw, 2005) 
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Figure 6: Online store environment framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visual Atmospherics 

-Music 

-Color 

 

 

 

(Eclectic source) 

Visual Theatrics 

-2D/3D 

-Animation 

 

(Manganari et al., 2009) 

 

 

 

 

Visual layout/design 

-Layout 

(Manganari et al., 2009) 

-Product assortment 

-Merchandise cues 

(Lee et al., 2001) 

-Web design 

  (Huuva and Sannerborg, 2001) 

 

Visual Social Presence 

-Review 

-Web counter 

 

(Manganari et al., 2009) 

Online Store Environment 
(Manganari et al., 2009) 

Sensory 

Experiences  

-Sight 

-Sound 

 

 

(Shaw, 2005) 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter will present the methodology, which will explain what methods to collect data and 

which research methods we have chosen to use, in order to answer our research questions. This 

chapter will start with the research purpose followed by research approach and research 

strategy. The next step is data collection followed by sample selection and data analysis, where 

the problems that appeared during this study will be discussed. At the end, the quality standards 

will be presented by dividing into validity and reliability issues.   

3.1 Research purpose: Descriptive 

Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul (2001) state that the purpose of an academic research is to 

present what the researchers wish to accomplish and further how others can use the result. The 

research purpose may be various over time due to researcher‟s interest, the change of knowledge 

and the complexity of data collection. (p.10) According to Yin (2003), there are three main 

purposes; exploratory, descriptive and explanatory, researchers aim for as a result of conducting 

a research. A research may possibly have more than one purpose depending on how s/he designs 

their research questions (Saunders et al.., 2009).   

 

The purpose of this thesis is primarily descriptive according to Saunders et al.. (2009), the 

purpose of descriptive research is to depict a clear picture of phenomena on which the 

researchers wish to collect data. Our research‟s purpose is to obtain deeper understanding of the 

21
st 

century retail experience, by describing how customers experience offline and online retail 

environment. Other reason for descriptive purpose is because our research questions intend to 

depict the accurate shopping environment in both online and offline context.  

 

Moreover, our research is exploratory. According to Saunders et al.. (2009), the purpose of an 

exploratory research is to seek new insights, to ask question and to assess phenomena in a new 

light. For our case, in order to provide deeper understanding of the 21
st
 century retail 

experiences, we need to explore a new perspective of this research area. 

   

Finally, our research is also explanatory. According to Miles and Huberman (1994), to explain is 

to make "complicated things understandable by showing how their component parts fit together 

according to theory” (p.90). Eventually, this study explains how each element in online and 

offline retail environment are fit together. 

3.2 Research Approach: Qualitative 

A qualitative research approach has been chosen for our study. Qualitative research bases their 

conclusions on data such as attitudes, values and norms (Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992). 

Qualitative research contains therefore the data such as words, pictures and video clips. 

Naturally, qualitative data is predominant used for both its collection and its analysis. (Saunders 

et al.., 2009) According to Bell (2010), using qualitative approach, research focuses more on 
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understanding individuals‟ perceptions of the world. Basically, non numeric and unstructured 

data is used in qualitative research. The research questions of this approach are more general at 

the beginning, but gradually become more focused as the study progresses. 

  

As discussed above, the data we obtain will be non-numerical data and unstructured data. Our 

research purpose that was presented in chapter one shows that we wish to obtain a deeper 

understanding about customer‟s perception regarding shopping experiences by focusing on their 

perception toward shopping environment. By adopting qualitative approach, data collection, data 

display and the answers of our research questions will be presented in non-numerical text, which 

is based on attitudes, values and norms.  

3.3 Research Strategy: Case study 

A case study has been chosen as the research strategy. Research strategy is a general plan on 

what path the researcher will go, in order to answering the research questions (Saunders et al.., 

2009). Yin (2003) state that to choose one strategy depends on three conditions; „the type of 

research question posted‟, „the extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral 

events‟ and „the degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events‟ (p.5).  

 

Table 1: Research strategy “case study” 

Research 

strategy 

Form of research 

question 

Requires control over 

behavioral events 

Focuses on 

contemporary events 

Case study How, why No Yes 

Source: Yin, 2003, p.5 

  

Since our research questions stated in chapter one are based on „how‟ question, a case study is an 

appropriate strategy. According to Yin (2003), a case study is defined as an empirical study that 

investigates a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context by emphasizing 

that the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context which is being studied are not 

clearly evident. A case study is suitable for our study since we wish to examine a particular 

phenomenon „the shopping environment‟ within customer‟s real life context in both online or 

offline setting. A single case study will be more useful for our study than a multiple-case study 

due to time limitation. Therefore, we limit our study by investigating one single company. 

  

Furthermore, we as researchers in this study have no control over actual behavioral events 

because our job in this research is only to observe. When considering about the degree of focus 

on contemporary as opposed to behavior events, we do focus our study on contemporary events.  

3.4 Data Collection: Participant observation  

As stated by Yin (2003), data collection for a case study can be executed through participant 

observation. Participant observation is a method that the researcher may fully participate in case 
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study event by assuming different of roles in certain situation (ibid). We choose participant 

observation to gather data because it allows us to be extensive in our research area. Moreover, it 

is convenient for us when we no longer need to depend on any respondents. We‟d rather do 

observations by ourselves because we know what we are looking for after we have reviewed 

theories. We think that if we choose to interview regular retail customers, the data received 

might not be valid due to uncareful observation.   

 

Participant observation enables researcher to share the real experience within the context being 

studied by not only observing what is happening but feeling it as well (Saunders et al.., 2009). 

Since our research aims to describe the shopping environment online and offline, by visiting a 

visual retail store and visit a website provide us an opportunity to experience the real life 

situation which is considered to be useful in limited time. As Yin (2003) claims that this source 

of data cover events in real time and also the researcher gets the insightful information regarding 

interpersonal behavior and motives. 

  

Yin (2003) adds that a strong case study can rely on many different sources of evidence in data 

collecting stage. This technique is called triangulation which means the researcher has the 

opportunities to use multiple methods of data collection within one case study in order to gain 

validity of data and reliability of the study. 

 

Additional, we use documentation such as store maps, leaflets distributing in-store, catalog, and 

background information about company from website regarding our chosen company additional 

secondary source. As presented by Yin (2003), this kind of data source offers many advantages 

for instance the reader can repeatedly review it, it can cover a long period of time and it contains 

actual names and references. We use those documents because the ability to review them. Also, 

they provide basic information which allows us to search for more accurate data in our study. 

3.5 Sample Selection: Offline and online environment 

Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) claim that it‟s often impossible, impractical and costly to collect 

all potential data for all appropriate units in analyzing research questions. Hence, a small groups 

or a sample is chosen to be representative of the whole set of units, the “population”. 

Accordingly, Saunders et al.. (2009) state that choosing a judgmental sampling to gather 

information, the researcher has an opportunity to select cases that would best allow the 

researcher to answer the research questions. This form of sample selection is mostly used when 

you wish to work with cases that would be particular informative and often a small sample such 

as a case study research (ibid). 

  

In this study, we will examine shopping environment in online and offline setting. We choose 

IKEA as our sample company to conduct a case study on. The first reason is because it‟s the 

biggest retail store in our regional area. Hence, it‟s convenient for us to physical visit store and 
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conduct the participant observation. IKEA is a global company which is growing strongly, and 

was ranked the 30
th

 on the 2010 Global Powers of Retailing ranking list among the largest 

retailers in the world and ranked 1st in Sweden (http://retailindustry.about.com). 

  

With this in mind, we consider that IKEA is a special attractive company in this regional area to 

focus a case study on, in term of the opportunity to collect informative data needed for answering 

our research questions. Since our research purpose is to obtain a deeper understanding of the 21
st 

century retail experience online and offline, the chosen company must have a website, so that we 

can go online and gather information. Since, IKEA has a website (see Appendix 3) providing 

service for all e-shoppers; therefore, we think IKEA is our suitable sample representing as an 

informative retailer both in online and offline context.  

3.6 Data Analysis 

According to Yin (2003), data analysis consists of examining, categorizing, tabulating, testing or 

otherwise recombining both quantitative and qualitative evidence to address the initial 

proposition of the study (p.109). Yin adds that data analysis of a case study should have a good 

start with a general analytical strategy which will be a useful tool for the researcher regarding the 

treatment of the collected evidences and contribution of analytic conclusion. 

  

Yin (2003) states that there are three general strategies for conducting case study analysis; 1) 

relying on the theoretical proposition, 2) thinking about rival explanation and 3) case description. 

Since our study is deductive, we consider that the first strategy is the most appropriate for our 

case. As presented in Yin (2003), relying on the theoretical proposition is the most preferred 

strategy and it means that the research is designed and data is analyzed based on the theoretical 

framework or previous studies. The theories help researcher to focus on essential data and ignore 

irrelevant data.  Moreover, Yin (2003) adds that this strategy favors answering „„how‟‟ question 

which are our type of research question. 

  

Yin (2003) claims further that the three general strategies should be applied along with these five 

different specific analytic techniques as following; 1) Pattern-matching, 2) explanation building, 

3) time-series analysis, 4) logic models and 5) cross-case synthesis. 

  

Miles and Huberman (1994) state that data analysis can be defined as „„consisting of three 

concurrent flow of activity: data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification 

(p.10). 

●  Data reduction consists of processes such as selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and 

transforming some part of data through methods for instance coding, categorizing, summarizing, 

or paraphrasing. It is a form of analysis that intends to help researcher to possibly draw or verify 

final conclusions. 
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●   Data display is an analysis activity involves organizing, compressing the reduce data into 

diagram or matrices, so that the compelling conclusion can be reached. 

●   Conclusion drawing and verification is an analysis activity that the researcher begins to 

decide what things mean and what things really are essential for their research by noting 

regularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal flows, and propositions. 

  

In our study, we will rely on the pattern matching. According to Saunders et al.. (2009), it is a 

technique, which the researcher predicts a pattern of outcomes based on theoretical propositions 

to explain what s/he expects to find. Saunders et al.. (2009) add that in order to use this 

technique, the research will need to develop a conceptual or analytical framework. Following 

this technique, our conceptual framework can be found in chapter 2.3. Also, when analyzing our 

data, we adopted the three analytical activities of Miles and Huberman (1994) as stated above.  

 

Within-case analysis will be applied at each stages of data analysis. Miles and Huberman (1994) 

state that within-case analysis is a comparison between the empirical data with theoretical 

frameworks. Hence, within-case analysis is compatible with the chosen general strategy and 

pattern matching techniques as discussed above. 

3.7 Validity and Reliability 

According to Saunders et al.. (2009) „research design has been the issue of the credibility of 

research findings‟, therefore the attention has to be directed towards two emphases on research 

design: reliability and validity, in order to reduce the possibility of getting wrong answers 

(p.156). 

3.7.1 Validity 

„Validity is concerned with whether the findings are really about what they appear to be about‟ 

(Saunders et al.., 2009). There are two types of validity, internal and external (Lundahl and 

Skärvad, 1992). Internal validity occurs when the measuring instrument measures what is 

intended to measure (ibid). Saunders et al.. (2009) claim that external validity is harder to 

establish and sometimes referred to as generalisability. It concerns about the design of research 

whether it can produce the generalisable results or not, in other words, if the findings may 

equally apply to other research setting.   

 

Saunders et al.. (2009) point out a number of threats to validity: 

1. History refers to a particular incident, either good or bad which can affect the 

participants‟ perceptions toward the studied event/object, therefore, history could affect 

the research findings. 

2.  Testing refers to believe a participant has toward the results of findings for instance s/he 

might feel that the findings might disadvantage them in some way, they may have 

behavioral changes which may affect the results. 
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3. Mortality refers to the dropping out of participant which can lead to unfinished study. 

4. Maturation refers that events, which are happening during the year can have an influence 

on how to handle things in the future. The findings of one study can be varied due to the 

research participant‟s maturation which means they can be more experienced and skillful. 

5.  Ambiguity about causal direction refers to the difficulty on identifying the relations 

between causes and symptoms, it‟s hard to know whether which variables and how they 

cause or affect one another. 

  

Table 2: Threats to validity toward our study 

Threats Does it affect our study? 

History  Yes, the observers can have a positive or negative perception 

about the company, which can affect the research findings. 

Testing Yes, When dealing with non-numerical data the researcher can 

perceive the data in a favorably way. 

Mortality No, there is no risk for any participants to drop out. 

Maturation Yes, the chosen company can be more experienced and skilled 

with time. 

Ambiguity about 

casual direction 

No, our research is descriptive therefore we have no intention 

to find casual relation. 

 

As we stated in data collection, we will follow the principle of triangulation, using many 

different sources of data in order to get more valid data. With the experiences and help of our 

supervisor and colleagues, we can improve the checklist for data collection to be more relevant. 

Moreover, we will use a camera when collecting data in order to be able to review the visual 

store environment for more thorough analyzing of the findings. 

  

This research will be conducted in Swedish, in both online and offline setting. Therefore 

translation errors can occur, when translation from Swedish to English will be done. If this error 

would occur a validity problem would take place, however we will put all effort in interpreting 

such as consulting with professional native speakers in order to reduce the errors. By using these 

tools in the case study we intend to increase the validity to the research. 

3.7.2 Reliability 

Reliability refers to the absence of random measurement errors. A study with good reliability is 

characterized of that the results of the study are the same no matter who conducts the study or 

under what circumstances the study was conducted in (Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992). 

  

However, according to Saunders et al.. (2009) there are four threats to reliability: 

1. Participant error, if a study would be conducted on the degree of enthusiasm the 

employers have for their work, the chosen timing of the study would affect the results of 
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study. If the study would be completed in the middle of week it would be more neutral 

than if the study would be completed on Monday or Friday, when the employers are on a 

“low” with the working week ahead of them or “high” looking forward the weekend. 

2. Participant bias, when the interviewees may say what they think their boss wants them to 

say. This can occur when there is a threat of employment insecurity or an authoritarian 

management style. This is something the researcher should be aware of when designing 

their research, in order to prevent this happening and ensure the anonymity. 

3. Observer error, if there is more than one person conducting the interview, the questions 

can be asked differently in order to obtain answers. By applying a high degree of 

structure to the interview, this threat can be reduced. 

4. Observer bias, there can be different ways of interpreting answers. 

  

Reliability is necessary basis in order to obtain validity. A measurement instrument can turn out 

to be useless if it‟s applied incorrectly or carelessly, and deliver incorrect findings. Although a 

way to obtain higher reliability is to establish standardization procedures, in order to insure the 

measurements are performed in the same way regardless who conducts the research. (Lundahl 

and Skärvad, 1992) 

  

Participant error and participant bias might occur in the study at some extent due to internal 

problems our chosen company might has during data collection‟s period, however we try to 

reduce error by choosing the neutral day of week for collecting our data for instance on the 

middle of the week as discussed above. When we conduct our research we will follow a 

checklist, which we create according to our conceptual framework to support our case study in 

order to reduce the risk for observer error. Likewise the conceptual framework will be used as to 

support interpreting process of our findings in order to reduce the risk of observer bias and by 

any means we will increase the reliability in this research. 
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4. EMPIRICAL DATA 

This chapter will present the data, which was collected through a participant observation by 

visiting IKEA´s store and website. This chapter will start with research question one followed by 

research question two. In order to make it easier for the readers to follow, the presentation of 

empirical data will follow the checklist and use sub-headings. 

4.1 The Offline Environment - IKEA Haparanda 

The empirical data in this section was collected at IKEA , Haparanda on one Thursday in May 

2011. We chose a Thursday because of convenience and we would like to avoid the crowds 

during weekend. Moreover, Thursday is considered to be neutral day for store, so that store 

environment will not be enriched in order to attract customers as it might be during weekend.   

4.1.1 Store image/layout 

Layout 

The following picture shows IKEA's layout at Haparanda branch. 

 

 
FIGURE 7: IKEA Haparanda‟s store layout 

SOURCE: IKEA 

  

Regarding the layout of IKEA store, there is one way in and one way out in the windowless 

store. Therefore, it's a one-way shopping path. Customers are guided on predesigned shopping 

path by the direction signs and the arrows on the floor. When customers enter the main entrance, 

they will find the lobby area with services such as children playroom, service desk and toilets. 
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Overall, the store is layout as follows: living room, secondary storage, home office, kitchen and 

dining, bedroom, bathroom, restaurant, children, cooking and eating, textiles, home organization, 

lightings, warehouse, checkout area and snack bar. 

 

Within the store, customers will be guided to start off with the furniture section with many mini 

showrooms, where IKEA provides their customers with home furnishing ideas using their own 

products. Restaurant is located at the midpoint. Later, customers will reach the market hall where 

customers can directly grab small items from the shelves into their trolley. Later customer will 

reach the warehouse where customers can pick up the bigger pieces of furniture that they wish to 

buy before pursuing to checkout area. After checkout point, the snack bar which offers hotdogs, 

ice cream, pizza and etc is located right at the exit for serving all customers while waiting for co-

shoppers or for their pickup orders.  

 

The one-way shopping path is steering customers to go through every department. There are two 

shortcuts in store for fire regulations or else for customers to skip some parts of the store. 

However, one shortcut is blocked due to the renovation and other one is hard to identify.  

Besides, the direct sign and emergency exit sign, there is no arrow on the floor indicating 

shortcut. If customers just follow the flow in the store, they will not observe the shortcuts. It 

means these two shortcuts are positioned outside our normal field vision. 

  

Another thing that is special with this layout is that the WC, which is necessary for the shoppers, 

is located at the front of the store and the middle of the store. When customers start their 

shopping and have a need for toilet, they have to go through all departments to reach the WC in 

the middle or finish their shopping route and reach the WC at the front of store. Either way, 

customer is steered through the store. 

  

This type of store layout may create some confusion for customer if it's their first visit to the 

store because the store is huge and it allows customers to wander around all the merchandising 

area like a maze. However, customers need to find the way back to the main aisle in order to 

continue to next room. Some might feel trapped in the store and can't find the way out and feel 

frustration. Some might feel challenging and fun to wander around. 

  

Merchandise display technique and fixture areas 

The data about merchandise technique and fixture areas will be presented by each department in 

order to make it easier to follow. 

  

Living room department:  

This department starts with a number of mini showrooms both on the left and right hand side. 

The showrooms on the right side continue further in, while on the left hand side IKEA starts to 

show living room merchandise such as couches. Shelves and pallets are placed within the 
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department to show and offer accessories such as lamps. 

  

Merchandises in this department are shown both by using the wall and floor space. So, items 

such as couches and tables have been placed on the wall in order to maximize the use of space in 

the store and for better visual presentations. Further, furniture is organized by grouping with 

black carpet on the floor. IKEA uses the big orange and white sign for promote new products. In 

this department, the new products are not only put along aisle but also in the center of the 

showroom where customers have to go through small square islands to get into the new product 

promotions. The poles are used to hang small merchandises such as stick-on floor protector set 

and to place baskets filled with merchandises such as batteries as well. 

 

Secondary Storage department: 

In this department, IKEA just uses a few mini showrooms to present ideas about how to use their 

merchandises. However, they create small partitions by putting up extra walls where the 

bookshelves can be shown in the environment they are used. Further, big baskets filled with 

merchandises such as laptop supports, have been placed next to the aisle.   

 

Home Office department: 

This department starts off with mini showrooms, which display home offices in different styles. 

In between the showrooms, baskets and pallets has been placed with merchandises such as office 

accessories. Some are standing independently along aisle while some standing next to 

merchandising area. 

  

Further in this department, merchandises such as office chairs have been placed on shelves. 

Some shelves have several levels on top of each other, while some parts of the walls are just one-

level shelf with information on the wall.  

  

Kitchen department: 

This department also starts off with mini showrooms, which show a number of kitchens in 

several of styles on both sides of the aisle. Further in, it is a larger room, where merchandises for 

kitchen interior decorations are shown. The merchandises are placed on the upper part of the wall 

for display while the lower part is covered with shelves for storage. There are also freestanding 

“islands” where merchandises are on shelves or hanging, but also include pallets where 

merchandises are kept. The end of the every roll is placed with the shelves displaying 

merchandise. Overall the merchandise is organized by type. 

  

IKEA places one of their summer displays here, which can be described as a summer setting of a 

dinner table. A green carpet, which look like grass is used, with a clear blue as background, 

giving the feeling of a happy midsummer. 
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Bedroom department: 

When entering the bedroom department, the walls on the left are used as mattresses display, 

while further in the walls are used for merchandise information or display other merchandises. 

Walking along the aisle, there are mini showrooms on the right side while many beds are 

displayed on the floor to the left side of aisle. In one of the mini bedrooms, IKEA for the first 

time used the window for displaying curtain in so called the windowless showroom. Between the 

mini showrooms, IKEA placed pallets and shelves with merchandise such as bed linen and 

bedspreads.  

 

Bathroom department: 

The bathroom department was under construction. Because IKEA didn‟t cover up the renovation 

area, customers can see all the messiness inside. However, they try to divert attention by placing 

baskets filled with various merchandise next to the aisle where the customers has to pass when 

walking through that area. In the department, merchandise such as towels, has been hanged on 

the upper end of the walls for displaying. The lower part of the wall is attached by shelves where 

the towels have been folded properly. Further, they also use shelves and pallets where the 

merchandises such as toilet seats, toilet roll holders and toilet sets are placed. Remarkably, the 

merchandise in this department has been organized by color. 

 

Restaurant department: 

The restaurant is an open area where people can take a break in their shopping, rest their legs and 

eat. There are five different parts in this department, the kid‟s area, higher tables, lower tables, a 

sofa area and service area where customer line up for ordering food. At both side of the service 

area, IKEA uses many shelves where food and all eating equipments such as trays, cutlery and 

glasses are placed. While in the middles, the tables with side menu such as salad and garlic bread 

are offered. Overall, restaurant is very opened but still divided by some partitions, which are 

showing some large images of summer motives such as green forest.  

 

Hallway department: 

IKEA uses mini showrooms in this department as well. They also created mini aisles away of the 

main path, by setting up wardrobes which give the feeling of a Hallway. In an open area of this 

department, merchandise such as chests of drawer has been placed both on the floor and the wall. 

  

Children IKEA department: 

In the middle of the aisle when you enter this department, IKEA placed basket filled with 

merchandise, such as stuffed animals. Further, walking along the aisle, a number of mini 

showrooms are displayed. Between these showrooms, shelves and baskets are filled 

merchandises such as children‟s ceiling spotlights and small storages. The upper part of walls are 

used to display merchandise, below shelves with the merchandise are placed for purchasing. Big 

baskets are placed all through this department. They also use the “ceiling” where they hanged up 
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merchandise such as stuffed animals which are used for displaying but also give the department 

with childish feeling. 

 

Cooking and eating department: 

In the cooking department, there are no mini showrooms. Outstandingly in this department, 

IKEA uses walls all the way from the floor all the way up to the “ceiling”. There is no space left 

on the walls. The top shelves are for displayed merchandise while the shelves below contain 

merchandises, which the customers could directly grab into the trolley. IKEA also has 

freestanding round display with multi- level shelves, which look like a wedding cake. All these 

merchandises are organized by its assortment and colors. Furthermore, they have summer theme 

display, with signs saying, “Organize your place in the sun”. Throughout this department, they 

have pallets with merchandises but also big basket with less sensitive merchandises. 

  

Textiles department: 

There is no mini showroom in this department; however, smaller showcases can be seen next to 

aisle. Similarly to another department, IKEA takes advantage of the walls by showing up the 

merchandises on the higher end of the walls. Below, there are shelves and baskets containing the 

merchandise for purchasing. 

 

On the left side of the aisle, textiles such as pillows can be found while on the right side you can 

find textiles such as curtains and fabrics. The pillows are displayed on the walls and hanging of 

the “ceiling” and down to big baskets where pillows are placed for the customer to find. All these 

pillows are organized by its colors and type such as normal or ergonomic. 

  

On the right side of the department, customer can find merchandise such as curtains. The 

curtains are hanging of the “ceiling” next to the walls while the package curtains are offered on 

shelves by the side. To use the floor space, IKEA places freestanding shelves, pallets with big 

cardboard boxes on the floor, which the merchandises are offered either by hanging from the 

ceiling or placing on a shelf. 

  

Bed-textiles department: 

This department is very similar to the textiles department. Use the same kind of design of the 

department by using small showcases instead of mini showrooms to show merchandises. First 

part of this department includes items such as bed linen. They are displayed on the walls with the 

package product on shelves below. Further, they also have the freestanding shelves with 

merchandises at the end of the rolls. Baskets filled with merchandise are placed on the floor 

space. There are some shelves over the baskets displaying the products. Some products are 

hanging from the “ceiling”. These merchandises are organized by colors. 
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Further in the department, pillows and blankets can be found. These types of merchandise are 

organized by the type of product. Likewise, the merchandises are shown on the wall, on 

freestanding shelves and in the baskets below. At the end of the shelve rolls, merchandises are 

placed in baskets and shelves. IKEA include a round fixture that sits on a pedestal, so basically a 

round rack. 

 

Rugs department: 

In this department, no showrooms are used. IKEA used the walls, tables, baskets, pallets, 

“ceiling” and the floor to present the rugs. The walls, tables and the “ceiling” are used to show 

the bigger size of rugs while pallets, baskets and the floor are used to show the smaller rugs. For 

the smaller carpets the merchandise was shown either by a rack, which is standing on the floor or 

by hanging from the “ceiling” over the pallet or basket. Overall, the rugs are organized by the 

style. 

  

Small storage department: 

The small storage department does not use any showroom or bigger displays. In order to show 

the merchandises, this department uses the wall space, freestanding shelves and pallets. The 

pallets are filled with merchandises for purchase while merchandises for display on the walls. 

Freestanding shelves placed next to one another, but also at the end cap of the shelves and next 

to the walls. The merchandises in this department are organized by color and types of product. 

  

IKEA also places one of their summer display here, where they show baskets and with towels in 

them. The showcase is as the previous one with green carpet, which look like grass and big sign 

with flowers hanging from the “ceiling” saying, “organize your place in the sun”. 

 

Lighting department: 

Mini showrooms are not present in this Lighting department either. The bigger display was 

placed in the aisle with the shown merchandise hanging from the ceiling with the offered 

merchandise on a pallet below. In order to show the merchandise, this department also uses the 

upper part of the walls, freestanding shelves, low tables and the “ceiling”. The merchandise 

shelves, baskets or pallets are placed at lower part of the walls. Some of these lower tables were 

placed at the end of the freestanding shelves and some was placed next to the wall. The 

merchandises in this department are organized by types of product, for example table lamps, 

ceiling lamps, floor lamps and wall lamps. 

  

Frames and Pictures department: 

This department does not use any showrooms or any displays. The merchandise such as picture 

frames are shown on the upper part of the walls but also on a smaller part of a “wall” hanging 

from the ceiling, which makes it easy to view. The merchandises can be found on shelves on the 

lower part of the wall. Pallets placed on the floor below the frames hanging which are hanging 
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from the “ceiling”. This department also uses freestanding shelves and place products on the 

short end of the shelves. The products are organized by as a mixture of type and color. 

  

Candle Holders and candles department: 

This department is very similar to frames and pictures department. No mini showroom and 

merchandises are shown on the walls, freestanding selves and pallets. The pallets are placed like 

islands and in the short end of shelves. 

  

In this department, the summer display can be found again where IKEA has a display with the 

green carpet, sign and show a bench with candles hanging from the “ceiling” and standing 

around the bench. 

  

Green Room department: 

This department includes merchandise such as plants, plant pots, plant stands and plan movers. 

The upper part of the walls, pallets and tables are used in order to show the merchandises. So, the 

shown merchandises are available for purchase directly as well. The tables have several levels 

and the pallets standing on the floor with bigger plants. 

 

„Self –serve‟ area:  

It is a large warehouse, where all the larger merchandises such as furniture, which are shown in 

the showrooms available for customers to pick up by themselves. When entering this department 

the aisles are very wide, there are a number of pallets placing along aisle as freestanding 

“islands” displaying merchandise with new lower price. Overall through this department, there 

are many metal racks filled with flat package merchandises which customers pick up by 

themselves. Each aisle is marked by number and at the end of each aisle, merchandises are 

displayed. Along the main aisle all the way to the checkout point, the summer displays appear 

again which they show a number of different outdoor furniture settings. 

  

After the warehouse, customers will reach the checkout area. It is a large area where a lot of 

pallets with various merchandise are placed in a mixture with larger displays. This area is 

overwhelmingly overloaded with small merchandises such as batteries, candles, small glasses, 

clothe hangers and etc. At the right side of checkout area, customer can find the bargain corner 

where returned, damaged and formerly showcased merchandises are sold here with discount. 

4.1.2 Store Atmospherics 

Visual communications  

The first sign that you can see when you enter the big parking area is the IKEA sign outside the 

building. It's in blue and yellow with IKEA name on it. In the parking area, there are several ads 

about IKEA foods and new products for example IKEA meatballs, breakfast set menu and some 

bowls. They use stickers to mark the entrance and exit. After walking in you can see sign which 
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presenting Menu of the day from restaurant. Walking further in the store, there is a big photo 

panel on the floor promoting the newest bed campaign by the side of the bed showcase. Before, 

entering the store, there is a big graphic on the wall that introduce customer about how to shop 

within store and the welcome sign at displayed in five languages in Finnish, Norwegian, 

Swedish, Russian and Sami language. 

  

The visual communications, which can generally find in each department, are department sign, 

emergency exit sign, small direction size, info sign, new promotion sign and product tag. 

Company uses the blue sign with white text for displaying each department such as home office, 

kitchen, living room and etc. The department sign is in two languages; Swedish and Finnish and 

it's the biggest sign in each department hanging on the ceiling frame. Restaurant department has 

a special sign in black with white text in Swedish and Finnish. 

  

At every turn of the aisle, a smaller sign with blue and white text, showing the direction for the 

next departments. The green and white emergency exit signs are all over the place as well. There 

is evidence that arrow signs were marked on the cement aisle to show the direction. The info sign 

is showed on the blue stand and is marked with big black 'i' on the white background. In each 

department, the white sign with black text showing the merchandise name, price and details in 

different sizes. If merchandises are on sales, the same white sign with black text is used with 

yellow highlight over price. Whereas, the sign to promote the new products is presented in big 

orange sign with white text „Nyheter‟.  

  

Lighting 

In each department, the company uses the spotlight to highlight signs and popping merchandises, 

which are showed both in mini showroom and merchandise areas. In most of showrooms, the 

light is dimmer than the merchandise area to create different feeling in each setting for instance 

living room, bedroom are dimmer than furniture area displaying couches and chairs. The 

merchandise area is bright and usually white light is used to give a better visibility on the product 

details. However, there are some exceptions such as bathrooms. In the bathroom showcase, the 

light is white and bright to give the cleaning feeling.   

  

In the garden department, the special lighting is used with the plants. At the self-serve area, there 

is no use of spotlight to highlight merchandise. IKEA only uses the fluorescent tubes and the 

natural light, which shines through the glass roof windows. The light from fluorescent tubes is 

just bright enough for customers to read the label on the shelves. 

  

Color 

In all departments, white color is used as a basic color on all walls in merchandising area. The 

neutral white enhances the colors of merchandises and gives customers visual comfort. However, 

in the showcase or showroom areas, the color is adapted into each environment for instance grey 
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background in bedroom and green tiles in bathroom. Other color is used to lift up the colors of 

products as well for example at the chairs display; the group of black and white chairs is 

displayed in contrast of the red background. The color in the restaurant is very unique. Eating 

area in the restaurant, the cool color such as green is used to paint all wall to create a peaceful 

feeling.  

  

Music 

There is music playing in the IKEA store, but the volume of music is different in each part of 

department. At some department for instance living room, home office and kitchen, the music is 

mere low and the beats are unrecognized. The music is loudest in the frame and picture 

department. Since, the music is too low, what we can tell is that the slow music is used. Beside 

the music, there are various commercial spots playing in the store. There is no exact interval 

when it will be played. Spots give the information about the new promotion and company. The 

volume of the commercial spots is evenly loud throughout the store.  

 

The music doesn‟t create any atmosphere for the customers since it‟s too low. However, the 

commercial spots evoke the feeling of excitement. For some customers, they could feel amazed 

or a bit shocked due to unawareness of spots. 

  

Scent 

The smell is very neutral in all most every department. However, in the candle section, the scent 

of candle is very strong. It is as strong that you can even smell those scents in the lighting and 

frames and pictures section.  For some customers who like scented candle, it means pleasure for 

them.  Though, the scent of candle is not as strong, so that it creates displeasured feeling for 

those who don‟t like candle. In the restaurant, it smells fresh cooked food at the service area and 

less food smell around dining areas. This smell stimulates the appetite.  Meanwhile in the 

warehouse area, the smell of materials such as cardboard, woody smell is dominated. 

4.1.3 Store theatrics 

IKEA doesn't provide much of theatrics effect in the store. They do not provide any 

entertainment event. However, we can see that they try to combine their own merchandises with 

a summer theme in some departments such as dinning department and hallway in the warehouse. 

They suggest some picnic setting in the dinning department decorating with yellow flowers sign 

and slogan called 'get you place in the sun'. Overall, their store is theatrical in itself because they 

provide funky showroom in interactive environment where customer can really experience the 

products beyond this expectations.  

4.1.4 Sensory Experience 

Customer perception is driven by customer experiences. IKEA provides retail experience 

through five sense; sight, sound, touch, smell and taste. 
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Sight experience starts off at the parking area of IKEA through the huge size of parking space, 

several ads promoting merchandise in-store and the big IKEA sign outside the building. Within 

the store, IKEA attracts customer with all kinds of signs as stated in visual communications part. 

The information sign is used in cool color such as blue and white makes customer feel 

comfortable to read. While the sales promotion and new merchandise promotion are in warm 

color such as red and yellow, evoke the emotions of customers. IKEA also provides picture panel 

which is easy to perceive. The customers know directly the message of those picture panels for 

example a picture panel (see Appendix 4) showing several people in beds in various sleep 

positions, implies that following department will be bedroom department. By using picture, 

customers are able to receive quick information while strolling down the shopping path. Picture 

is preferred than text.  

 

IKEA doesn't pay attention much about sound experience because the music in-store is in very 

low level. In comparison to the chitchat sounds in store, the music doesn't create any significant 

effect to the customer. However, IKEA provokes the sound sense of customer by playing the 

commercial spots and info-spots in inconsistent interval and without any warning signal. This 

unexpected sound may cause frustration for some customers. In the same time, it may generate 

the better desirable outcome for the sales due to repetition. Those commercial spots stuck in the 

customer's mind. 

  

Outstandingly, IKEA creates showrooms, which provide two sensory experiences; sight and 

touch together. Customers have opportunities to go in the real setting and checking out how each 

furniture look when they put together in a room.  They can also touch to feel whether each 

furniture is suit for their preferences. In IKEA, there is no place with sign 'no touch'. People can 

browse around and feel everything as they wish. 

  

Even though, IKEA doesn't have much effort in creating an enjoyable scent instead keeping the 

store in neutral smell. The toilets, which are considered to be one source of smells, have been 

taken a good care by keeping it cleaned. Therefore, there is none undesirable smell in Store. The 

strong scents in store are from candle, food and materials in warehouse. By keeping neutral 

scent, customer can shop without frustration over unfavorable smell.  

  

Because main merchandise in IKEA is furniture, the company doesn't give away any food 

sample. However, by servicing customer with restaurant, IKEA provides their customer with 

taste experience. Their intention for providing this experience is to keep customer in store as 

long as possible without bothering to go out and find food if they are hungry during their 

shopping trip. The food at IKEA restaurant is considered to be clean, well cooked, standardized 

taste and reasonable price. Not only customer can taste food, but also smell from food adds it 

more enjoyable feeling for customer. 
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4.2 The Online Environment - WWW.IKEA.SE 

IKEA‟s web site has been around since 1997. IKEA's website provides access to product 

information, stock availability, an online catalog and customer service through avatar „Ask 

Anna‟.  The concept of overall design is simplistic and brash. (www.ikea.se) 

4.2.1 Visual layout/design 

Layout 

IKEA provides the opportunities to navigate the store either by the search engine or by 

hierarchical menu. By search engine, customer can easily write down the name of product they 

wish to search. The web will then suggest many relevant products which shopper can continue to 

browse for the desired one. With hierarchical menu, it means they provide main menu and sub 

menu to reach the desired products. For example, if shoppers wish to buy a towel, first they have 

to click on the textile at the main menu on the top of page and later the sub menu on the left hand 

will appear and suggest many different types of textile for instance carpets, bedroom textile, 

curtain and blinds, bathroom textiles and etc. If they want to buy the towels using in bathroom, 

then go ahead at click at bathroom textiles. Another sub menu will appear and once more shows 

various types of bathroom textiles such as towels, bath mats and shower curtain. Therefore, you 

will reach the desired towel. 

  

Product assortment 

IKEA provides almost all merchandise that you can find in the IKEA physical store. Customers 

have opportunity to search for all information about all merchandise selling in-store in order to 

make their shopping list for visiting physical store. The merchandise that are available to order 

online, are bigger types of furniture such as sofa, cabinets, beds and etc. The small items such as 

towels, small storage boxes, glasses and etc cannot be purchased online.  

  

Merchandising cues   

In the main menu, IKEA creates one menu just for the low price promotion which customers can 

find all low price products with the vivid pictures. By clicking at the picture, customer will get 

the bigger picture and price of that given product. By being IKEA family member, the members 

have access to their own special promotion web page. In this web page, members can easily 

check out what merchandise are offered on special price. 

  

After finding the desirable product, the web not only provides alternative colors and product 

details, but also suggesting the matching products, complementary products and product with 

similar styles at the bottom of web.  For instance, if customer wishes to buy a blue plant pot, the 

web will suggest matching product such as a blue vase or a blue cushion cover. Moreover, if 

customer wishes to buy a quilt, the web then suggests complementary product such as pillows. 

This way, customer can end up by more products beyond their initial plans. 
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Website design 

The overall website is consistent by providing the same look and feelings. Throughout the web, 

it has the same header, same layout for main menu and sub menu. Main menu is on the bottom of 

IKEA banner while the sub menu is on the left side of the page. It's user friendly and easy to 

navigate. 

  

IKEA uses its own brand name as URL address. It's easy access and the name is easy to 

remember and to find. Even though, you misspell the name of company as 'IKAE or only IKE, 

the search engine still provides you with IKEA website as number one on the search engine list. 

 The website looks clean, modern and gives a feeling of family oriented. The website provides a 

vision of a dream home and offers what customers need to create one.  

  

Regarding security on the web, there is no padlock icon which indicates the security of the 

website. However, at the bottom most of the page, customers can find the information about how 

IKEA handles customer's information. By providing this information, customer can feel more 

comfortable to handover their personal information. 

  

While collecting data from IKEA website, there are no incidents such as the server is down or 

slow downloading. The speed of website is acceptable even though the use of graphics and 

multimedia are all over the place. IKEA also provides the best technology regarding home 

planner. Furthermore, the web is easy to navigate as stated earlier with identifiable menu 

structure. Under the menu 'all departments', customers can find all departments according to 

alphabets. The 'all product‟ menu allows customer to sort out their products by three different 

methods; 1) by department 2) by function and 3) by alphabetically A-Z. Moreover, it's very 

convenient for customers to proceed to checkout because the shopping basket touch point is 

available in every page. 

  

As stated above, there are several ways to find the product. The normal ways that customer used 

to find products is by search engine and hierarchical menu. Overall, it will take one to three 

clicks away to reach the desired product. The web is verified by VISA, Master and Diners 

through their own website ''www.IKEA.se/betala''. IKEA gives customer many different 

alternatives to handle their payment for online purchase such as with 'IKEA handla' card, 'IKEA 

business' card and C.O.D (cash on delivery). 

4.2.2 Visual atmospherics 

IKEA doesn't pay attention to the sound. The main website contains no music intro or 

background. However, there are video presentations about merchandise with music in it. There is 

one collection called IKEA Stockholm which in that webpage contains both intro and 

background music. It‟s very lively and enjoyable music with the sounds of nature. Shoppers have 

choice either to turn on or off music. 

http://www.ikea.se/betala
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Regarding color used in website, IKEA uses white, beige, black, red, blue and yellow in the site 

from background to title. The background color of the website is neutral with white and beige. 

The main menu's color is mostly yellow with a little touch of blue and black.  The text's color is 

contrast with the background's color for instance if the background is white, text will be in black 

and if the background is yellow, text will be in white. The color combination is consistent 

throughout the site. With more neutral and cold color as background, it‟s very comfortable to 

take time and browse for products. Moreover, it will not overshadow the colors of products. With 

the good contrast of color, it gives a better visualization. 

4.2.3 Visual Theatrics 

All icons, graphics and images used in the website to present merchandise are in 2D. However, 

the angel of those images taken provides deeper details than usual 2D images. The site allows 

customer to create the 3D version of your home with the home planer application. Customer can 

click on the planning tools menu and get start with their 3D version of kitchen, bathroom or 

youth room. Customers have a chance to try out the real IKEA furniture in each setting and also 

be able to have a closer look at each element in those rooms. Moreover, customer can 

immediately receive update information about the total price of their chosen merchandise and 

can easily control their own budget. 

4.2.4 Visual social presence 

IKEA provides external link for the blog called 'Live at home' for all individuals to come in and 

discuss general topics about home. They also have chance to inspire one another and show off 

their videos and pictures. IKEA also involves in this blog by providing inspired video and some 

articles regarding interior decoration at home. The color used and the overall look of this blog is 

consistent with IKEA main website. There is no web counter on the web. Therefore, the 

customer will not know how popular the site is and how busy the net traffic is.  

4.2.5 Sensory experiences 

IKEA provides sight experience for the customers by using picture slide show to inspire the 

shoppers with comfortable combination of color. By choosing clean design and well 

photographs, customers are able to feel the senses of trendiness and inspiration.  IKEA really 

emphasizes the sight experience by providing sub pictures, sub information of all products used 

inside the slide show which customer can see more details in each room for instance customer 

can see how each drawer organized, how the kitchen looks like in different lighting and how to 

get kid proofed in the house and etc. In the picture slide show, customers can also experience 

both sound and sight via video presentation.  Good combination of both sight and sound levels 

up the positive feeling of customers more than only sight experience can provide.  
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5. DATA ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, a within-case-study will take form with the data reduction by comparing the 

empirical data from chapter four to the conceptual framework that was developed based on 

theories in chapter two.  

5.1 Data Analysis of RQ1: How can the offline environment be described? 

According to Vrechopoulos and Siomkos (2002), store environment consists of three major 

factors; store image, store atmospherics and store theatrics. Store image enhances by sub 

elements such as store layout and merchandise display technique and fixtures areas. While store 

atmospherics includes visual communication, lighting, color, music and scent. Holiday themes, 

special events and entertainment contribute to store theatrics. Table 3 below, presents store 

image and its three sub elements, store layout, merchandise display technique and fixture areas. 

Theory form chapter two and findings from chapter four has been compared, and shown by data 

reduction. 

 

Table 3: Within-case analysis of store image  

STORE IMAGE  

Store Layout  

Grid - 

Racetrack +/- 

Freeform - 

Merchandise Display Technique  

Style/item presentation + 

Idea-orientated presentation + 

Color presentation + 

Price lining - 

Vertical merchandising + 

Tonnage merchandising + 

Frontal presentation +/- 

Fixtures + 

Fixtures Areas  

End caps + 

Promotion areas + 

Freestanding fixtures and mannequins + 

Window +/- 

Point of sale area + 

Walls + 

+ = Findings consistent with theory 
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- = Findings are not consistent with theory 

+/- = Findings are partly consistent with theory 

 

Regarding store layout, the three types of layout from the theory; grid, freeform and racetrack are 

not completely compatible to IKEA store. The design of IKEA layout is a one-way shopping 

path, which is steering customers through all the departments in the store. Some basic concepts 

of racetrack layout can be recognized in IKEA‟s layout, for instance racetrack leads the customer 

along specific paths to visit as many sections as possible and also the used of the main aisle to 

facilitate the flow of customers throughout the store.  

 

However, IKEA‟s layout is more special with one way in and one way out and full facilities 

inside store such as WC and restaurant. There are no shortcuts to get out of the store. The two 

shortcuts are rather used to skip minor parts of the store, and the WC is located in the entrance 

and the middle of the store. Therefore, the customers need to pass all the departments in order to 

reach the WC or exit the store. Unlike racetrack layout, IKEA‟s one-way path makes it difficult 

for customer to find the way back to the same spot. Customers feel trapped inside the store with 

all necessaries such as food, child center and WC. IKEA has developed the idea of racetrack 

layout to their own layout, which gives the sense of maze.  

 

Levy and Weitz (2004) describe that merchandise display techniques consist of eight different 

techniques; style/item presentation, idea-oriented presentation, color presentation, price lining, 

vertical merchandising, tonnage merchandising, frontal presentation and fixtures. IKEA uses at 

least seven of eight techniques except the price lining technique. The propensity of usage is 

various in each department depending on merchandise. First and foremost, IKEA‟s merchandises 

are sorted out in style/item presentation because they are divided in departments where 

customers can find similar merchandises gathered at the same spot.  

 

Moreover, another technique like idea-orientated presentation is used primarily in living room, 

bedroom, and kitchen section in the extent that customers can find many inspired mini 

showrooms in those sections. Meanwhile, textile such as towels, and merchandises in cooking 

and eating department such as porcelain are presented by color.  

 

Regarding to vertical merchandising technique, IKEA uses this technique in all departments. 

Even with the big piece of furniture such as sofa, which is supposed to place on the floor, is 

presented by being attached to the wall for better sight and maximize the utility of space. IKEA 

also presents merchandise by tonnage technique. It means IKEA provides high-demand 

merchandises such as napkins, pillows and candles on the pallet or in basket in the large quantity 

with attractive price. 
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Furthermore, IKEA applies the frontal presentation which according to Levy and Weitz (2004) 

refers to the technique that retailer try to explode product as much as possible in order to draw 

customer‟s attention. IKEA uses the wall space to present product in the proper level of visual 

field to attract customers as well as the use of the bigger ads such as the menu in restaurant. 

 

The most useful technique that IKEA use in every department is fixtures. As Levy and Weitz 

(2004) describe, fixtures can have many different shapes and style such as gondola, rounder‟s, 

straight rack and a four-way fixture. IKEA uses most types of fixtures except a four-way fixture. 

Gondolas are widely used in all departments, while rounder is rarely seen in the store. Straight 

rack is dominated in rugs section. IKEA also creates the round fixture that is suitable for 

displaying glasses in eating and cooking department. This fixture has many shelves like gondola 

but with a round shape.  

 

Levy and Weitz (2004) describe further about the area where retailer can place the fixtures 

including end caps, promotion areas, free standing fixtures and mannequins, point of sale area, 

window and walls. IKEA uses every inches of space wisely. They use all fixture area as stated 

earlier, except the window. End caps, promotional aisle and free standing can be found all over 

the place. Those areas normally provide the new products or on sale products to attract customers 

with very large noticeable signs. 

 

Company uses only one window to present the curtain in a bedroom showroom. Since, IKEA is a 

windowless store, the window as fixture area can be ruled out. The point of sale area at IKEA is 

huge and intensified with all baskets filling up with small merchandises as well as big 

merchandise such as outdoor furniture. IKEA uses wall as fixture area at very exceptional extent. 

They not only use existing walls but also create additional walls to present merchandises. 

Overall, IKEA maximizes all the space in the store. 

 

According to Levy and Weitz (2004), store atmospherics refers to the design of an environment 

and consists of visual communication, lighting, color, music and scent. In order to provide a 

good atmosphere, retailer should create a good mix of these elements. In table 4 below is store 

atmospherics and its four sub subjects, visual communications, lightning, color, music and scent 

are presented trough data reduction, where the theory from chapter two and findings from 

chapter four has been compared. 

 

Table 4: Within-case analysis of store atmospherics  

STORE ATMOSPHERICS  

Visual Communication  

Graphics + 

Signs + 

Theatrical effects +/- 
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Lighting  

“Highlight” + 

“Downplay” + 

Color  

Warm +/- 

Cold + 

Music  

Background music +/- 

Scent  

Scent - 

+ = Findings consistent with theory 

- = Findings are not consistent with theory 

+/- = Findings are partly consistent with theory 

 

IKEA emphasizes the use of visual communication both inside and outside the store in purpose 

of boosting sale and giving information and direction. The graphics and pictures used in store are 

very professional and intend to draw customer‟s attention while the signs are used to guiding and 

facilitating the customer through shopping path. 

 

Regarding lighting in the store, Levy and Weitz (2004) claim that it‟s used either for highlight 

merchandise or downplay unattractive features. IKEA uses the light primarily to highlight 

merchandise in every department in order to lift up the details and allow customer to inspect it 

closely. In certain places in the store such as the bedroom showroom, company dims the lights in 

order to capture a mood or feeling, they have no intention to hide some unattractive features as 

it‟s said by Levy and Weitz (2004). 

 

Levy and Weitz (2004) add that color helps creating mood and enhancing the store image. Warm 

color such as red and yellow is used to gain attention and cool color such as blue and green is 

used to create a calm, relaxing and peaceful feeling.  IKEA uses mostly cool color such as white 

and green in their in-store surroundings which contributing to the relaxing atmosphere. Also, 

color of direction and information sign are in cool color such as blue, green and white. Whereas, 

the warn color is used mostly in the product tags, promotional and new product signs to draw 

customer‟s attention. 

 

In addition, music claimed by Levy and Weitz (2004) to be an element that can be easily 

changed and have an effect on customer‟s attitudes. While observing IKEA store, we found out 

that music exists in the store but in very low volume. In certain department, the music is 

disappeared in the air. In other departments, music can be heard but very low. Overall, customers 

who don‟t pay attention will not recognize any background music in store. 
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Levy and Weitz (2004) claim further that scent is powerful to customer‟s emotion and in 

combination with music; these elements will create the positive impact on impulse buying 

behavior and customer satisfaction. It‟s very neutral smell in IKEA store. Company doesn‟t try 

to create any scent. Neutral scent is good, so that everyone can be present without any 

frustration. However, in the candle department, the scent of candles is very strong as well as the 

woody smell in the warehouse. Those scents are in an acceptable level. There is also food smell 

in the restaurant. The smell is pleasurable and creates temptation for customers. 

 

Regarding store theatrics, Vrechopoulos and Siomkos (2002) describe it as a way to create 

shopping experience beyond an ordinary shopping trip. This can be done through holiday 

themes, special store events and decor theme. IKEA pays very little attention to theatrical effects. 

They put little effort to create seasonal theme in the store such as summer theme in some 

departments such as eating department and aisle in the warehouse. However, the way IKEA uses 

their own merchandises to decorate their store and providing mini showrooms creates store 

environment itself to be theatrical. In the table below is a data reduction of the findings and 

theory for store theatrics. 

 

Table 5: Within-case analysis of store theatrics 

STORE THEATRICS  

Holiday themes + 

Special events - 

Entertainment - 

+ = Findings consistent with theory 

- = Findings are not consistent with theory 

+/- = Findings are partly consistent with theory 

 

According to Shaw (2005), senses are customer experience‟s primary ingredient. They are used 

to gather information about the world. Five senses are sight, sound, touch, smell and taste. The 

table below shows a within-case analysis with a data reduction for this study, where theory from 

chapter two has been compared to empirical data from chapter four. 

 

Table 6: Within-case analysis of sensory experiences 

SENSORY EXPERIENCES  

Sight + 

Sound + 

Touch + 

Smell + 

Taste + 

+ = Findings consistent with theory 

- = Findings are not consistent with theory 

+/- = Findings are partly consistent with theory 
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According to Shaw (2005), sight evokes emotions, brings back memory and also provides 

context in our world. IKEA intensifies the use of sight through the signs, picture panels, the 

layout of store and the product presenting techniques. Company tries hard to make customers 

aware of the offerings in-store and giving very informative signs everywhere in store. IKEA 

succeeds in portraying their personal store image as a Swedish family-oriented company, which 

provides low price, practical, functional, inspired merchandises.  

 

Regarding to sound, Shaw (2005) adds that each sound is very distinguished from one another. 

He points out that music has a profound impact on the way human being feel depending on 

tempo, volume and genre. IKEA plays a very low music and commercial spots in the store. The 

volume of music is very low, so that it doesn‟t impact customer‟s emotion. On the other hand, 

the commercial spots are in high volume, and burst out of nowhere without warning tone. It 

evokes the customer‟s feeling both in positive and negative way depending on customer‟s 

attitude. If the customers hear the commercial spots for the first time, it gives more surprised 

feeling because it bursts out of nowhere. Some may feel a bit shock due to the high volume of 

the spots. The second time, it evokes curiosity and would like to listen what the spots is all about. 

The third time, it might distract you if different spots are played, but then you will eventually get 

use to it. 

 

According to Shaw (2005), smell has a powerful ability to evoke emotions, senses and deep 

memories. Aroma creates either calming, or conversely and anxious environment. With Aroma, 

customers feel more comfortable, happier, and more stimulating. IKEA keeps smell neutrally. 

Besides, the scent of candle in the candle department, the smell of food in the restaurant and 

woody smell in the warehouse, there is no remarkable smell is found in the store. Some people 

might feel candle scent is too strong; however, it doesn‟t create uncomfortable feeling. The food 

smell in restaurant creates temptation and hunger. While woody smell in the warehouse provides 

the sense of brand new furniture. 

 

Shaw (2005) adds that taste is the most challenging experience that retailer can provide for 

customers. Even though, customers can‟t taste all main merchandises of IKEA such as sofa, 

candle and etc. By responding to customer‟s need, IKEA provides food at the restaurant that 

customers can taste while taking a break from shopping. Therefore, customers not only from 

Sweden but around the world can experience Swedish cuisine and the taste of IKEA. 

5.2 Data Analysis of RQ2: How can the online environment be described? 

According to Manganari et al.. (2009), the online environment framework consists of four 

elements: visual layout/design, visual atmospherics, visual theatrics and visual social presence.  
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In table 7 below shows a data reduction of a within-case analysis of visual layout/design and its 

four sub subjects, layout, product assortment, merchandise cues and web design. This is a 

comparison of theory from chapter two and empirical data from chapter four. 

 

Table 7: Within-case analysis of visual layout/design 

 

+ = Findings consistent with theory 

- = Findings are not consistent with theory 

+/- = Findings are partly consistent with theory 

 

Vrechopoulos et al. (2004) use the generic navigation parameters to describe three different 

types of visual store layout. In order to reach the desired product, grid layout is designed for 

customers to navigate website through a hierarchical structure, meanwhile free form allows 

customers to use the search engine and the racetrack is forced customer to navigate through the 

specific path. IKEA combines the grid and freeform layout for their website. Customers are 

allowed to use search engine or navigate through the hierarchical menu from the front page in 

order to find their desired merchandises. 

 

Regarding product assortment, Levin et al. (2003) describe that products can be divided into 

“high-touch” and “low-touch”. “High-touch” products are the products which customer would 

like to personally inspect before purchasing while “low-touch” product are more standardized. 

Therefore quality evaluation is required for “low-touch” products. IKEA shows all merchandise, 

which can find in physical store online. However, only bigger items such as sofa, wardrobe, beds 

VISUAL LAYOUT/DESIGN  

Layout  

Grid +/- 

Freeform +/- 

Racetrack - 

Product Assortment  

“High-touch” + 

“Low-touch” + 

Merchandise Cues  

Cross-cells + 

Up-sells + 

Promotions + 

Recommendations + 

Web Design  

Put your personality in every touch-point + 

Make emotion a part of the memory + 

Build in- and on-security, speed and easy navigation + 

Build trust from the first click + 
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and etc are available to purchase online. These merchandises are considered to be more 

standardized regarding all the rich information provided by company. Hence, customers are able 

to decide immediately without inspecting physical products, whether they are suitable for their 

home and their preferences.  

 

Lee et al. (2001) describe that merchandising cues as merchandising technique to motivate a 

purchase in an online store by presenting and grouping product together. These techniques are 

cross-sells, up-sell, promotions and recommendation. IKEA uses all the techniques to motivate 

the selling. In the same page, customers can find the matched product, the complementary 

product, which related the desired product. Customers easily find the promotion product and 

recommendations on the front page of website under the menu “nytt lägre pris” (new lower 

price) or under the IKEA family member page. 

 

Considering web design, Huuva and Sanneborg (2001) suggest four key points regarding 

designing the web. First key point is to “put your personality in every touch-point”. Everything 

that customers get in contact with on the website should be reflecting the company‟s brand. The 

website has to be user friendly, comprehensive and say “you” to the customer. The menu in 

IKEA‟s website is clear and simplified. Therefore, their website is user friendly and easy to 

navigate. 

 

Huuva and Sanneborg (2001) describe the second key point to “make emotion a part of memory” 

as a branding process which intend to capture customer‟s emotion. They add further that there is 

a two-step process to turning visitors into loyal customers. First step, company should provide an 

easy access, reliable performance and consistent details. Second step, company should offer the 

product and services on the basis of wants, needs, expectations and dream. IKEA uses their own 

name as URL address, which makes it easier for customer to remember and find the company on 

the search engine. Even though misspelling would occur in the searching process, IKEA website 

is the first on the search engine list. IKEA´s website provides a clean, modern and family 

oriented feeling. Through their website, it mediates a vision of dream home and offers the 

merchandises that customers need to make dreams come true. 

 

According to Huuva and Sanneborg (2001), the third key point for designing website is to “build 

in-and on-security, speed and easy navigation”. They suggest that padlock makes visitors secure, 

to hand over personal information. The speed and easy navigation facilitates the shopping 

process. IKEA doesn‟t have visible padlock, but on the front page it provides a hyper link to a 

whole page about online security. During observation, there is no incident regarding the speed, 

which creates any frustration for us as visitors. As stated in many area of this chapter, IKEA 

provides several ways to find the product, either by menu or search engine. Both are easy to use 

and navigate through the website.  
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Huuva and Sanneborg (2001) „s forth key point is about “building trust from the first click” 

which company can communicate their trustworthiness through six elements such as brand 

identity, navigation, fulfillment, presentation, seal of approval and technology. IKEA develops 

their website according to those elements. The look of website is attractive with easy navigation. 

The website uses the good technology which customer can view product in 2D and 3D. 

Moreover, VISA, Mastercard and Diners verify the web.  

 

Table 8 below views the three remaining elements, visual atmospherics, visual theatrics, and 

visual social presents from the online conceptual framework. The sensory experience is also 

included in this within-case analysis table. 

 

Table 8: Within-case analysis of visual atmospherics, visual theatrics, visual social presents and sensory experience 

VISUAL ATMOSPERIC  

Music +/- 

Happy - 

Mellow - 

Color  

Warm + 

Cold + 

VISUAL THEATRICS  

2D animation + 

3D animation + 

VISUAL SOCIAL PRESENCE  

Review + 

Web counter - 

SENSORY EXPERIENCES  

Sight + 

Sound  +/- 

+ = Findings consistent with theory 

- = Findings are not consistent with theory 

+/- = Findings are partly consistent with theory 

 

Wu et al.. (2008) state that music has influence on customers‟ emotions, physiological feeling 

and mood. Happy music perceived to be in a higher volume whereas mellow music gives the 

sense of peacefulness and sometimes seriousness. IKEA website has no music but it contains 

video presentation with some happy music in it. Music in video presentation gives enjoyable 

feeling while watching it. 

 

According to Manganari et al.. (2009), color affects customer‟s evaluation of website, store 

personality and the likelihood of recommending the website to others. Cool color gives relaxed 
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feeling and increases intention of purchase. IKEA‟s main colors of website are the mix between 

cool and warm color. Company uses white and beige as background color, which gives the 

peaceful feeling. While the menu is in yellow, blue and black, these colors are reflecting IKEA‟s 

colors and attempt to draw attention for the visitors. 

 

Manganari et al.. (2009) add that e-retailer can create theatrical effects through the use of image, 

graphics, animation and icons. These elements refer to the complexity of website. IKEA uses 

both 2D and 3D to give customer a perfect vision of how to use their merchandise in each setting 

of the house. Visitors can really experience the reality by just watching the images, graphics and 

video.  

 

Regarding visual social presence, Manganari et al. (2009) refer it as the interaction between 

shopper online through the web counter, visitor‟s comments and crowding. IKEA provides the 

external link for shoppers to be involved with the company by leaving comments, discussions, 

and inspired ideas. There is no web counter in the web. 

 

The theory of sensory experience by Shaw (2005) can also be applied to the online environment 

since at the moment, we are able to experience cyber world through sight and sound senses. 

IKEA uses a lot of pictures, graphics, and video presentations to create visual experiences for the 

visitors. Therefore, sight sense is considered to be the most sensory experience on IKEA‟s 

website. Besides, the video presentation, which gives us very small extent of sound sensory, the 

overall site, contains no background music. Therefore, we consider that IKEA doesn‟t provide 

the remarkable sound sensory. 
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6. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this final chapter, we will present findings from the analysis of the empirical data in chapter 

five followed by the conclusions. This will answer on our research question from chapter one 

and therefore reach our overall purpose, to obtain a deeper understanding of the 21
st
 century 

retail experience. Finally, implications for practitioners/management, theory and further 

research will be presented. 

6.1 How can the offline environment be described? 

Nowadays, retailers need to provide a shopping experience rather than just products and services 

in order to be able to survive on the market. There are several factors such as customer‟s mood, 

service and store environment, which have impact on in-store experiences. Store environment, 

which can be controlled by the retailer, is a great tool to provide good retail experience for 

customers. There are three main elements in order to create a good store environment; store 

image, store atmospherics and store theatrics.    

 

Store image can be described as the way retailers design their store‟s personality. It includes the 

layout, the chosen merchandise display techniques and fixture areas, which creates the flow and 

image throughout the store. These elements also provide a favorable environment for customers 

and in the same time enhancing company‟s sales. We found out that retailer can influence store 

image by having a good store layout design, however, the choice of layout depends on the 

overall purpose of company. Therefore, it‟s possible for the retailer to choose or develop another 

layout besides the grid, free form and racetrack as they wish to. 

 

As in our case study, IKEA has developed their own style of layout, which can be described as a 

maze in order to keep customer in-store as long as possible. This type of layout “a maze” is a 

modified version of a racetrack layout with one way in and out. Customers wander in room by 

room and can feel like being trapped inside the store due to the layout. Moreover, company 

provides facilities and service within store such as toilets, childcare service and restaurant to 

keep customers staying longer in store. 

 

By adapting the merchandise display technique and fixture areas for each department depending 

on merchandise assortments, can create a good flow for the store and the sense of well-

organized. In the case of IKEA, they sort out products and presented via the characteristics of 

each product in order to provide the best details and good visualization. For instance, curtain 

should be hanged up, small items such as kitchen supplies placed on gondolas and towels sorted 

by colors. Another thing, we learned from our participant observation is retailer should use the 

opportunity that they have by turning all possible empty area to the useful merchandising area. 
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Store atmospherics such as lighting, color, music or scent can influences customer‟s emotions 

and behavior. We found that massive use of lighting to highlight merchandise attract customers‟ 

attention very well.  The use of dimmer in each department can provide the right moods for 

customer. Also the use of signs such as photo panel and graphics to give direction and product 

details facilitates shopping process and provides more vivid experiences. When it comes to scent 

and color, neutral scent and color are the best choice. Because neutral color as background favors 

the charm of colorful merchandises, gives accurate color of merchandises and mediates relaxing 

atmosphere, not overwhelming and “over powering” the merchandise as red or black color do. 

So, neutral color contributes for better merchandise presentation and atmosphere. Meanwhile, 

scent is very sensitive for some people by keeping neutral scent in store can avoid various 

preferences of customers. Music can be enjoyable if it‟s in the right genre, volume and tempo. 

By playing music at too low volume with inconsistent interval of commercial spots create 

frustration among the customers. Therefore, it would be better without any music. 

 

Store theatrics such as special events, decor theme can help to intensify store image, increase 

sales and build loyalty. We found that by using merchandises to decorate the store according to 

seasonal theme such as summer, promoting desirable atmosphere and in the same time boosting 

the sales. 

 

Overall, customers use the five senses, sight, sound, touch, smell and taste to experience the 

shopping environment. We found that sight is the most important sensory experience for the 

customer because individual uses sight as primary source to perceive the surroundings and later 

combine with another sources such as touch, sound, smell and taste. For example when 

customers walk down the aisle they use sight to identify merchandise, if they see something 

interesting, they will walk over to take a closer look. Then, they will use other senses such as 

touch and smell to inspect the product. If the product makes sounds, customers use this sense to 

experience it as well. The most challenging sensory experience is taste because this fifth sense 

requires the product to be edible. 

 

Sight, touch and taste experience give choices for individual whether or not they would like to 

experience. While sound and smell experiences created by the surroundings, are hard to avoid.  

Therefore, retailer like IKEA chooses to first and foremost emphasizing the sight experience for 

their customers. Later, company intensifies the touch experience by allowing customers to get 

close contact to every piece of merchandise. Though, to create the best experience is to combine 

the five senses together, retailer should be careful about sound and smell experience. By keeping 

it neutral will be the best solution for retailer in order to satisfy the majority of customers. 

Regarding research question, we have make specific conclusions as following: 

● The most important sensory experience for customer is sight. 

● Customers have control over sight, touch and taste experience. 
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● However, customers can‟t avoid sound and smell experiences. 

● Store image is the most important element in the store environment. Store atmospherics 

and theatrics are add-on elements to create better store environment. 

● The choice of store layout depends on the overall purpose of company and they can 

develop their own style. Such as a maze of IKEA. 

● Characteristics of merchandises play a big role in choosing the right merchandising 

techniques in order to create a good store image. 

● Massive use of lighting to highlight merchandise attracts customers very well. Dimmer is 

needed to capture the right moods. 

● The best choice for scent and background color is neutral. 

● Music is not necessary for retail with good store layout, wide assortments of products and 

reasonable price. Commercial spots can improve the sales. 

● Store theatrics can create a good environment and increase sales. 

6.2 How can the online environment be described? 

Internet provides a new channel for retailer to provide products and services. Similarly to 

traditional shopping, it‟s important for e-retailer to create good online experiences for the 

shoppers. Online shopping environment is one element which attribute to a good retail 

experience. In order to create online shopping environment, e-retailer should consider four 

factors including visual layout/design, visual atmospherics, visual theatrics and visual social 

presence.  

 

The type of visual store layout is categorized based on the navigation parameters. The 

combination of grid and freeform layout is best type to help the customer finding their desirable 

products. Because the customer can freely choose either go through menu or use the search 

engine. By mixing these two types, e-retailer can serve customers according to their preferences.   

 

Regarding product assortment for online environment, we found out that “low-touch” product is 

more suitable than “high-touch” product. Even though, there is opportunity for “high-touch” 

products to be sold online, the customer still prefer to inspect the product before purchasing. 

 

With the technology, e-retailer has many chances to influence impulse buying through cross-

sells, up-sells, promotions and recommendations techniques. For our study, by looking at IKEA 

website, we could see several of these techniques are applied. 

 

E-retailer should design their website with every touch point reflecting brand, starting from the 

URL address till the check out process. The website should be friendly user and say “you” to 

shoppers, so that shoppers can feel at ease navigating through website. It‟s confirmed that trust is 

important issue regarding shopping online. By providing information about how security be 

handled, customers feel more confident hand out personal information and shopping online. 
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Similar to the offline store atmospherics, the visual atmospherics in the online environment such 

as music and color can influence customer‟s emotion and behavior. From our study, we learn 

that website with no music background is good for not distracting customers. However, music 

enclosed in the video presentation is very useful in order to make customer more engaged to 

website. Regarding color, we found out that the website with company‟s colors emphasizes the 

brand image. The good background color should be neutral in order not to overpower the brand 

and color of the products. 

 

Visual theatrics makes a web look like a theatre. It enhances store image and increase sales, 

similarly to the store theatrics in the offline environment. The combination of 2D and 3D give 

the vivid feeling and motivate interactivity for shoppers, therefore the use of 2D/3D is very 

essential for website. 

 

Even in cyber world, the interaction between the customers is very important and sometimes 

more important than offline environment. We found that by giving a channel for customers to 

review products in the web, it gives advantages for both customers and company. Company can 

improve product and service while customers avoid dissatisfied purchase. Regarding web 

counter, as long as there is no problem with company server or internet speed, the web counter is 

not necessary for the website. 

 

Though, the theory of the five sensory experiences is directed to offline environment, we can 

also adopt the theory to use in online environment. At the moment, technology allows the 

customer to use at least two senses such as sight and sound to experience online environment. 

However, with technological development, it‟s likely that customers can have a chance to use 

another two senses such as smell and touch to experience merchandise online. Overall, the sight 

sensory is the most important experience for online environment because we use visual contact 

in all aspects to perceive the information online. 

 Regarding research question, we have make specific conclusions as following: 

● Sight is the most important “sensory experience” online. 

● The combination of grid and freeform provide the best experience for customers. 

● “Low-touch” product is more appropriate for online environment. 

● The technology makes it easier for e-retailer to enhance their sales by applying multiple 

merchandising cues such as cross-sells and up-sells. 

● Trust is the most important issue when it comes to designing a website. 

● Neutral background color is good in order to lift up the charm of merchandising 

presentation. 

● Music background is not necessary for website. However, music in video creates a 

pleasurable feeling and prompts the attention to merchandise. 
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● Reviews give advantages for both customers and e-retailer. 

6.3 Implications for practitioners/management 

Based on our research findings and conclusion, we have list out several suggestions for store‟s 

improvement. The suggestions for offline retailer presented as following. 

● Retailer should pay much attention on store layout design and sight experience. 

● When designing the store layout, be creative and think of the overall purpose of the 

brand. 

● Considering the characteristics of merchandises with the pick of merchandising 

techniques because it enhances store image and the flow.  

● Retailer should find the opportunity in maximizing the use of empty spaces or creating 

one. 

● Every elements such as smell and sounds that can create annoyance for customers, should 

be kept in neutral mode. 

● The use of commercial spots is good with some warning signal. 

● Adapting the lighting in order to highlight the products and capture the moods in store. 

● To provide store theatrics such as special events can boost the sales. 

 

The suggestions for e-retailer presented as following. 

● E-retailer should pay much attention for web navigation and sight experience.   

● To design the friendly user web with the easiest way for e-shopper to find their desired 

products. 

● Don‟t ignore the opportunity to use merchandising cues such as cross-sell and up-sell for 

example by providing the matched product or complimentary products.    

● Trust and security are very important for online setting and every symbol or information 

which show security should be easy to identify directly when e-shoppers enter the site. 

● Use neutral background in order to lift up the original color of products and also avoid 

hurting customer‟s visualization.  

● Music intro and background are good with the availability to mute it. However, to use 

music in video presentation is good to capture feeling. 

● The use of 2D/3D should be in the good balance in order to not causing downloading and 

speed problem in website. 

● To provide the channel for reviews and complaints is good for both customers and e-

retailers in order to improve their products and services. 

6.4 Implications for theory 

The purpose of this study was to obtain a deeper understanding of the 21
st
 century retail 

experience. In order to reach our purpose, we reviewed several scattered theories. Our 

contribution has been to condense it and build a conceptual framework, which is appropriate for 

allowing us to collect data and to answer our research questions. With participant observation 
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technique, we explored the retail experience both in online and offline setting. In order to answer 

our research questions, we have described the offline and online environment according to our 

observations. At the end of our research, we explained our findings and conclusions. However, 

there are some issues left within this area for further consideration.   

6.5 Implications for further research 

During conducting this thesis, we found uncover areas that would be interesting to conduct 

further research on. These following propositions will be presented as implication for further 

research. 

● The maze store layout is interesting to study further. 

● To study this area with other approach such as the use of mixes Qual/Quan approach. 

● The optimal use of sensory experience in retail environment can be a topic of research. 

● It would be interesting to compare the retailers, which mainly provides “high-touch” 

products such as clothing company and the retailers, which mainly provide “low-touch” 

products such as electronics company to see how each one provide customer experience 

through their store or online environment. 

● It would be interesting to compare IKEA and Ullared, the big retailers who have low 

price concepts and their concern about retail experience. 

● To look at touch and smell sensory experiences online toward e-retail environment when 

technology is available. 

● The difference between genders and retail environment. 
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APPENDIX 1: Check List for offline shopping environment 

Store Image 

 Store layout 

-Grid  

-Racetrack 

-Freeform 

 Merchandise display technique 

-Style/item presentation 

-Idea-orientated presentation 

-Color presentation 

-Price lining 

-Vertical merchandising 

-Tonnage merchandising 

-Frontal presentation 

-Fixtures 

 Fixtures areas 

-End Caps 

-Promotion areas 

-Free standing fixtures and mannequins 

-Window 

-Point of sale area 

-Walls 

Store Atmospherics 

 Visual communications 

-Graphics 

-Signs 

-Theatrical effects 

 Lighting 

-Highlight 

-Downplay 



 

 

 

 Color 

-Warm 

-Cold 

 Music 

 Scent 

Store Theatrics 

 Holiday themes 

 Special events 

 Entertainment 

Sensory Experiences 

 Sight 

 Sound 

 Touch 

 Smell 

 Taste



 

 

 

APPENDIX 2: Check list for online shopping environment 

Visual Layout/design 

 Layout 

-Grid 

-Freeform 

-Racetrack 

 Product assortment 

-“High-touch” 

-“Low-touch” 

 Merchandise cues 

-Cross-sells 

-Up-sells 

-Promotions 

-Recommendations 

 Web design 

-Put your personality in every touch-point 

-Make emotion a part of the memory 

-Build in- and on-security, speed and easy navigation 

-Build trust from the first click 

Visual Atmospherics 

 Music 

-Happy 

-Mellow 

 Color 

-Warm 

-Cold 

Visual Theatrics 

 2D/3D 

 Animation 

 



 

 

 

Visual Social Presence 

 Review 

 Web counter 

Sensory Experiences 

 Sight 

 Sound



 

 

 

APPENDIX 3: IKEA Website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: www.Ikea.se 

 

http://www.ikea.se/


 

 

 

APPENDIX 4: Example of photo panel 

 

 

 


